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THEJAILROADS

Are Shown Sights of Ancient Senator La Folette Made The Public Library Assembly
President Taft Refuses to Higher Requirements for Capitalized at $100,000 in Fifty, Including Visitors,
Room Crowded With VisitWork
Yesterday and Today of SurStartling Statements ToLas Cruces, With Half
CityDegree
Third Grade Certificates
Accept Resignation and
ToMusicale
in
Attend
ors and Home People
Congress
In
Beauty
day
Paid
passing
Insisted Upon
Gives Him Vacation
for
Candidates
nightSeeking
.

DEFEATED

TARIFF COMMISSION

AS

L

TO

CLERK

Amendment Carrying Quarter Incorporation Papers Filed by Information Wanted About Leo
Dobrowolski Heirs in
of a Million Dollars Ruled
Group of Chicago
Territory.
Out of Order.
Physiciam.
Washington, D. C. May 24.
Taft has refused to accept the
roHlirnatton of Judge Alford W. Cooley
of Alamogordo, from the New Mexico
a.
supreme bench and has onerea nun
leave of absence until fall during
1b
understood
which to recuperate. It
that the senate committee on Judiciary baa decided informally to report
with favorable recommendation the
appointment of Judge E. C. Abbott and
the reappointment of Judge John R.
MnPio tn the Senate for confirmation
and will take official action at the
first meetins of the committee.
Waiting on the Railroad Bill.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, May 24. In the senate
Beveridge "would like to inquire of
the senator from Rhoii Island, how
soon I shall call up (from the calendar) the statehood bill." Aldrich says
"If the senator from Indiana will use
the power of his great influence with
his friends to dispose of the railroad
bill, the statehood bill can be called at
once."
"
The proposition is under consideration to dhange tha department of the
Interior to a department of public
works, controlling the Panama canal,
forirrigation projects, conservation,
estry, public health and several other
bureaus. A memorial of the watera'
users of the north on the Elephant
Butte dam, on Albuquerque May 12,
will be presented to the houso. Hon.
B. S. Rodey probably will be given a
position paying more than the Judicial
place.
No Tariff Commission,
'
24.
Chairman
May
Washington,
Tawney's amendment appropriating
$250,000 to permit the President to
obtain information bearing on the tariff was today decided by Representative Mann of IlllnoiB in 'the; chair to
( .
be out of order.
J ,
Chairman Tawney theu ottered another amendment appropriating the
e president
same Vmoiint to enable
to 'gather tariff "Information to guide
this was
and
ttim in enforcing the law,
declared in order.
Presl-lde-

..

MANY

INSTITUTES WILL
BEGIN

MONDAY.

Thia was a rather dull day at the
capitol as the governor, the adjutant
sugeneral, and Cleric Sena of the
preme court were in Roswell.
There was plenty of work.however,
for those in the offices of the superintendent of public instruction preparing for the institutes to be held next
week as a quantity of supplies had to
be shipped. The McKinley County
Teachers' Institute will begin Monday
at Gallup with Principal R. W. TwinInstiing, of Gallup, In charge. Other
tutes to begin Monday are: BernalilR.
lo county at Albuquerque, J.
conductor; Socorro County Institute at Socorro, Supt. W. D. Sterling of Albuquerque, conductor; Luna
County Institute at Deming, Prof. J.
H. Vaughn, of the Agricultural College, conductor.
The Normal Schol will also open for
eight weeks' summer term at Silver
City on Monday.,
Water Applications.
The maximum number of applications for water rights was Teceived
yesterday at Territorial Engineer
non L. Sullivan's office, the number
being five. The applicants were as
follows: Isabella L. Thompson, of Silver City, 324 acre feet; Henry J. Overton, of Lake Arthur, 4.7 of a second
foot; Eugene Pi Hard wick and J. S.
Hlghsmith, of Artesla, 14 24.70 second
feet; Edwin Q. McDermlth, of
wood; San Luis Power and Water
Company of Costilla, 20,910 acre feet
and 44.08 second feet.
Certificates of Construction,
The following certificates of construction were awrded by the territorial engineer; To the Miller Drain
Ditch of the Hagerman Canal, at
Hagerman; to the William Dooley
Ditches of Artesla, and to Benjamin Q.
Randall of Taos.
Appointed U. 3. Commissioner.
Judge Frank W. Parker has appointed Judge E. A. Chaffee as United
States commissioner at Las Cmces to
fill vacancy caused by resignation of
W. A. Fleming Jones.
ANOTHER ALLEGED

POSTAL

DEAL

IS

DENIED.

Clarence H, Mackay today made the
following statement In regard to the
report In the London and American

papers that the Commercial Cable
Company had formed an alliance with
its competitor, the
The Commercial Cable
Company.
Company never has 'hart and has not
now. and does not intend to have any
connection whatsoever with Its comTelegraph
petitor, the
Company, either in the way of controlling Its slock, or making any traffic agreement, or in any other way.
The Commercial Cable Company will
continue to be Independent and competitive, Just as the Postal Telegraph
Company will continue to be Independent and competitive. All reports
to contrary are false,"

Chicago physicians today filed
corporation papers in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa for the
Vnlmora Industrial Sanitarium, a charitable institution located at Watrous,
Mora county. The Incorporators and
E. Fletcher Ingals,
directors are:
Charles L. Mix, Edwin B. Tuteur, John
M. Dobson, Frederick Tice, Philip L.
A. A.
Rosenwald,
James, Julius
M.
Sprague,' James E. Otis, Edward
Skinner, John M. Glenn, E. D. Reynolds, John F. Wolff, James M. Blazer,
Victor Remey. The offices are at Chi
at
cago, the New Mexico headquarters
the Valmora ranch, at Watrous, which
has Just been acquired by purchase
ut master's sale, and the New Mexico
s
offices at East Las Vegas, E. D.
being the New Mexico agent.
Trade Marks Registered,
The Monte Vista Milling a'
vator Comiany of Monte Vls(
ade
today registered the followif
markB In the office of Terri'
retary Nathan Jaffa: "Dale
de,"
Flush," "La Flor '.el Kto
and
swastika." "Pat' ." "Dlair
"Bobolink."
Santo Domlnoo Census Trout,.. Settled
trnuhle at Santo Domin
out
go has been settled without calling
the troops through the diplomacy and
of Superintendent Clinton
J. Crandall and Special Agent Elmer
msi
Marsh, who held a pow-woIn the census office with the gover
of Santo Do
nor and
The last named pronusea urn
mingo.
but help to enable
only
Enumerator Cyrus Dixon to complete
the census in quick time.
Higher Standard for Third Grade
in-

Mystic Shrine.

FEES

Articles of agreement and incorpo
ration of the Bowman Bank and Trust
Company were filed in the territorial
secretary's office today. The capital
stock is 1100,000 (half of which Is paid
uu in cash. There are 1,000 shares
at $100. Henry D. Bowman who is
named as the New Mexico agent, is
the largest stockholder, being listed
at 415 shares. The directors are Henry D. Bowman, Vincent B. May, Willlam n. Cox. Robert E. McBride ano
Charles E. Miller. The ' Incorporators
are "30 or more. The object of the
new company Is to do a regular bank
and trust business.
Seeking Large Estate.
nnra anv nne in New Mexico know
of a Dobrowlski dying and leaving a
larifl estate? That is what Assistant
Attorney General Clancy is desirous
Mr. Jaffa recently reof knowing.
ceived a lfiter addressed "To the Sec
retary of State" from a St. Louis hotel
man as follows:
Sir: Please inform me If any of tne
below named have died in your state
Dob- leaving large estates: Thomas
mwniskt Adam f"). August I ) ana
Kaslral ("), all sons of Leo Dobrowolski from Poland, and If so what steps
should be taken by the heirs to ciaim
the estate.
Very respectfully,
EUGENE O. KUTZLEB.
Mr Jaffa's office turned the letter
over to Mr. Clancy who says that
locate
perhaps the newspapers can
jaunty.
some of the
Opinion By H. S. Clancy.
i..iBt.nt Attorney General H. S.
riunnt, hn Elven an Interesting opin
ion in reaard tn the nroner fees to lie
hv nrobate clerks and
clo recorders for attaching their cer
tificates or sealB to documents snowof
ing the existence or
records affecting the public lands. The
opinion is as follows:
Santa Fe..May 24, liu.
rt
Commissioner
of Public Lands, Santa Fe. N. M.
Dear sir Reiilylng to your request
for the milnlnn of this office as to the
nmnnni nf the fee to be charged by
clerks of probate courts and
s
recorders for attaching tneir cerun-cateand Beals to documents showing
of rec
ihn existence or
ords affecting the public lands, I have
to say that such clerKs are enuiieu iu
cents for each
the nm nf twentv-fiv- e
such certificate and seal in accord
ance with the provision contained in
section 1768 of the Compiled Laws of
1897. Some of the recorders seem to
be laboring, under the impression that
thev are entitled to the sum or one
Hniinr fnr aiirh certificate and Beal un
der section 780 f the Compiled Laws
of 1897, but an examination of tnat
section discloses the fact that they
are only entitled to charge a fee of
one dollar in case a document Is recorded.. In case however, where
there ia no actual recording, section
cents
1708, which allows twenty-fivas a free, undoubtedly governs.
Yours very truly,

Gentlemen We have been sending
to your county for county examinations In the past what we term "Class
B" third grade examination questions
and wb have been requiring 45 rur
cent as the average for third grade
iiranu and that the lowest standing
In any one subject required for that
license should not be less man io, u
appears to us that It is now time for
us to advance the grade or me questions making them a little more difftheminimum
icult and to advance
atamiinor tn 36 and the average stand
ing to 50. The third grade certificate
issued in New Mexico Is far below
the average third grade license Issued
In the states and we feel that we
should advance the standard of this
certificate year by year until we are
uronared to sav that the certificate Is
on a par with those issued elsewhere.
One of the great weaknesses oi me
third grade teachers of your county is
the limited knowledge of the English
four
language. If you are to have
weeks institute I trust that you will
nrce everv teadher of the third grade
class to attend this institute for the
full time. We must Insist more vigorously than ever upon having the
children of the public schools taught
the English language in oraer uiai
converthey may carry on an ordinary
sation in that language. There are
H. S. CLANCY,
thousands of children now in our pub
Assistant Attorney General.
lic schools who are not prepared to
do this and the continuance of such
condition will prove decidedly com- FLOATING DOCK
DEWEY 19 8UNK.
repromising to our territory and is a
flection upon the work of the public
Carelessness or Treachery of Japa
schools.
nese Laborers Blamed for Costly
Th rinnnrtment will Instruct all
Mishap at Manila.
readers of examination papers to take
into consideration in reading these paManila. May 25. The great floating
pers the evidence of the applicant's
knowledge of the English language dry dock Dewey towed here from the
knowllimited
a
United States at great expense aim
and If we find only
edge of the English evidenced, we veate rrinv. It is the general opinion
shall feel disposed to deny the certifi that thei sinking was due to carelesscate whatever may be the grades se- ness rather than deliberate purpose
cured in the subjects covered by the nn nart of Japanese employes to cause
examination.
the damage. The experts declare that
The denartment is confident that the dock can be saved, tnougn tne mawishes chinery will be damaged.
every county superintendent
tn aee the teaching corns of his coun
ty very rapidly improved; tnat It is DAMAGE 8UIT DECIDED'
SOCIETY.
AGAINST RELIGIOUS
the desire of all who are really interested in the Dubllc schools that the
IndiananollB Ind., May 25. Judg
most competent teachers shall be plac ment of $4,000 against the Good
ed in charge of the children.
shnnlierd society, a Roman Cntholic
a sisterhood that maintains a charitable
I shall verv much appreciate
verv frank letter from you comment home in this city, wns granted In the
ing upon the plans proposed In the circuit court in favor of Mrs. Mamie
ioregolng.
Smith, who alleged that she was
t
aaalnst her will in the Insti
Yours very respectfully,
.1. K. CLARK.
tution for six years, during which she
Territorial Superintendent Public In complained, She wns forced to worn
In an unsanitary laundry.
structloq.
As Mumle Sullivan Bhe whs placed
National Guard Orders.
She ran
A. P. Tarklngton.
ap- - In the home by her father.
of Ttaton.-nnlnted contain In the National Guard away at the end of six years and was
of New Mexico lo date from today. mnrrled.
Captain Tarklngton Is placed on the
of the acts of the legislative assembly
unasslgned list.
In cnmnllanco with section 1. chan of the Territory of Now Mexico, 1905,
ter LXIII, Laws of New Mexico, 1901, In hereby amended by adding thereto
the following provision:
Colonel Jumes W. WIIIboii, superin"Provided, That every member of
tendent, and Captain Eugene A. Loh-maof cadots. New the National Guard shall be exempt
commandant
are an- from Jury service In the courts of this
Mexico Military Institute,
p
on the staff territory, provided, he shall furnish
nounced as
to he certificate of his Immediate com
of, his excellency, the governor,
date from Mnrch 1, 1010,
mniullng officer that he has performed
All officers who are accountable for the duties required of him aB required
property will make a special return of by his enlistment."
- Each officer of the National Guard
same on May 31, 1910.
The attention of all concerned Is of New Mexico will .report, by letter,
Invited to sect Inn 7 chanter 70. Laws to Mie ndliitiint general, the date of
of New Mexico, 1007, which rends as his birth In order thnt same muy be
follows:
incorporated in the new roster which
.
Section 7. Section 2 of cliiipter 110 Is being prepared,

Huniu Fe "the treasure house" was
turned over to the Masons and visit-reors, attending the fourth annual
union of the Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry of the
of
Valley of Santa Fe uiid the Orient
New Mexico and it la estimated that
ride
fifty or more enjoyed the carriage
provided by their Santa re nosts.
it ma a Inllv nartr and the Inter
esting sights were visited during the
(
forenoon.
Thia afternoon the degree work was
continued, the fifteenth and eighteenth
Tonight the
having been conferred.
twenty-firs- t
degree will be conferred
It Is said
with imposing ceremonies.
that the degrees have been put on in
ever
than
a more creditable manner
before, and certain It Is that the officers conferring them wore gorgeous
nnatiimes. and had 'Irly good stage
settings and suitabu lighting and
musical effects to carry out tne beautiful ceremoniea of Masonry.
The tenth and fourteenth degrees
conferred yesterday- - were executed
brilliance and the
with exceptional
ex
nanrtldates and visit' IS Masons
pressed keen pleasun- at witnessing
the ceremonies.
Halley Comet Class.
a a la enatnmarv at each reunion, the
candidates formed a class and named
it after that, heavenlv visitor Halley
who shone with such brilliance last
"
'
mgui wuen ma
a stroll. The class f.ected Dr. Rad-cllff- e
of Beleu. president" and Benja
min Jaffa of Albuque que, secretary
and treasurer.
The clans had a class picture taken
thia afternoon and it is thought a
good one, as the meml f rs had become
so accustomed to gazing at the comet
they were able to give a fixed look
at the camera's dazzling lense.
Tomorrow's Program.
More degree work will take up the
ime of the Msrous tomorrow morning

INCREASED

and afternoon. At night the customary banquet will be held at the Woman's Exchange building and will be
served by the ladies of uhat organizaWhile it Is not known today
tion.
JuBt how many covers will be laid it
Is estimated that almost 100 persons
will attend the banquet which in the
paBt has always been such a fitting
climax to the Masonic reunions.
Mr. Teuttch is Busy.
Paul Teutsch assistant rabban and
'
W.
W.
Strong marshal of the Ballut
Abyad Temple A A O N M S, Oasis
of Albuquerque, Territory of New Mexand
ico, are attending the reunion
have arranged with Secretary Stephens to furnish petitions to candidates
for Initiation in the mystic shrine
which will hold a ceremonial session
in the Duke City May 31. E. C. Allen
is the illustrious potentate of this
temple and he has Issued a neatly
printed appeal to "Getblzzywlth Petitions" saying: "Each one of you make
yourself a committee of one to bring
a candidate or two. The woods are
material who
full ot unregenerated
will thank you for bringing them Into
the true light. Try It and your success will fill you- with Justifiable Joy
and deep sweet peace will pervade
your entire anatomy." As an appeal
maker they Bay the potentate Is In Fra
Aibertus's class handling the English.
The following were yesterday's arrivals to attend the reunion:
At the Palace H. H. Betta, Edward
A. Layne, J. G. Levas, E. R. Cosgrove,
W. H. Newcomb, Silver City; George
Klnkel, Simon Bacharach, Las Vegas;
Benjamin Titus Deming; John T.
Mulr, Lordsburg; Richard F. Oakley,
Taos; Hon. Samuel Eldodt, Chamita;
A. I. Kelso, Las Cruces; J. W. Cox.
Magrtalena; C. A. Floyd, Giason.
At the Claire D. T. W. Watson, Lincoln; Harry J. Flneke, George F.
Flncke, Morlarty.
At Gregg's Colonel W. S. Hopewell.
Vbuquerque.

FIFTEEN HURT

BIG TRADE .IT

' ILAifiORDO

0NJ1& R.G.

Water Works Sold to Improvement Company for
$180,000

Wreck Near Cuchara Junc
tion Shortly After Midnight

F. W.

BEACHISJHE

CARS

MANAGER TWO

JJf

ED

TRACK

Mountain Springs, Twelve Miles Both Rolled Down Embankment
of Main and Tanks
Spreading Rails Caused
' Included!
Accident.
Special to the New Mexican.
Alamogordo, N. M., May 20. The
Alamogordb Water Works Company,
W. R. Eldson, general manager, has
so'd out to the Alamogordo Improvement Company for a consideration of
This deal gives the
ubout (180,000.
Alamogordo Improvement Company
the city water and all belongings.

Pueblo, Colo., May 25. Fifteen people were injured at 1:30 o'clock this
morning when two coaches of the Denver and Rio Grande passenger No. 115
Jumped the track two miles from Cu
chara Junction, Colo. A spreading ot

rails caused the wreck. Both coaches
rolled down the embankment. Not
one of the Injured is fataly hurt.
BANQUET

IS TO BE
THE GRAND

FINALE,

Reunion Will Close Tonight
Blaze of Glory Class of 28
for 32d Degree.

Masonic
In

J

i

V

la-V-

Following the consistory In which
a class of 28 will receive the 32d de
gree and thus be made "masters o
the Royal Secret, a banquet with cov
ers for over 100 and wltlh that noted
Nathan
Mason Territorial Secretary
Jaffa as toastmaster the fourth annual
reunion of the Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry of the
Valley of Santa Fe and Orient of New
Mexico will close In a bluze of glory

RATES

NOT JUST PROGRAM OF ARTISTIC

Measure to Protect Prospectors
for Oil on Public
Lands.

Followed

by

a

Dance

MERIT

Which

Proved a Most Enjoyable
Society Event.

Washington. Mav 25. "There Is not
The Woman's Board of Trade never
one line In the statutes to give the does things merely by halves. It alrates," aeciarea ways gives full measure and running
people reasonable
Senator LaFollette in the senate today over and last evening's concert and
mieiik n& in suiiDort of the oummins dance in the assembly room ot the
amendment to the railroad bill requir-in- e public library was no exception. The
nrior anuroval of the interstate assembly room waB crowded with as
commerce commission of an increase fine an audience as has ever gathered
in railroad rates. "All that has been here. The members of the Masonic oraernninlished ." he said. "Is to afford der attended In a body. The concert
uhe means of giving equal rights to the was in charge of Mrs. I. H. Rapp and
shippers.". He declared tnat tne peo Miss Massie, Mrs. Rapp, being also
ple are generally as much entitled to the directress of the Ladles' Glee Club
protection as the shippers, and added which made Its first appearance last
that the Interstate commerce commis- evening under the most favorable aussion Is so hedged about that it could pices.
nnt effeetivelv deal with the problem.
The program opened with a brilliant
While the rate regulation provision of piano duet, a classic, Gounod's Ballet
was
iu
a
.Music in Faust.
the President original dhi
It was superbly renpublic Interest, Mr. LaFollette said dered by Mrs. Rapp and Mrs. Sargent.
that the provision has been modified
The Ladies' Glee Club sang in "Old
The beautiful and fascinatby Senator Aldrleh and Elkins wholly Madrid."
in tho Interest of the railroads. Since ing old melody as harmonized for lawool
dies' voices, enraptured the audience,
January 1, he said the rates of
from St. Loais and wuluth to New which applauded until the club re18
17
cents;
and
Increased
Ynrk had
sponded with a pleasing encore. The
on grain and grain products, from St. chorus was well balanced and the
Louis to New York, 18 per cent, and voices blended much better than
from Chicago to New York, du per in the average male chorus.
rent He contended that Instead of Miss Cheshire, possessing a rich and
an Increase there should have been a sympathetic soprano voice, Bang "Indecrease.
vocation" by Guy d'Hardelot, with
Deleaate Andrews Busy.
much feeling which also demonstrat
Mexican.
ed the perfect control she had of her
Special to the New
Woahlnirtnn. Mav 2b. Delegate An voice in all Its registers. She respond
drews introduced a bill appropriating ed to an encore with a rollicking balsi BOO for investigation if mere is lad of a maid and her tnree lovers that
sufficient underflow for irrigation at was charming both as to sentiment
Hvrled Chaves county. Delegate ah- - and execution.
Miss Massie played
interviewed Secretary of the the cello obllgato to the first selection.
remov
the
Miss Bettle Massie on violincello. In
Treasury for investigating
al of the surgeon in cnarge oi me terpreted with the Insight of a master
reservation.
Indian
Mescalert)
Rubenstein's "Du Bist wie eine Blume
For Protection of Oil Prospector.
the sweetest and saddest of the better
Wnnhlneton. Mav 25. The senate known settings of Heinrlch Heine's
committee on public lands today
well known song, and aB a contrast
Renatnr Smoot to draft an perhaps, or foil, followed it with a
of
administration
amendment as to the
tripping "Scherzo" by Daniel Von
land withdrawn in the bill in order to Goens in which the syncopated notes
aivii nrntprtlnn to nersons who have seemed in such a hurry that they alexpended large sums of money In ex most tumbled over each other. It was
ploring oil lands. The bill wneu pre- petihaps, the most artistic rendition of
pared probably will .be allowed to the evening, but a prolonged encore
take its place on tfiie senate calendar failed to move the performer to play
now occupied by tne mm previously another selection.
This Indicates that the
ronnrfed
Mrs. Clark, with an elusive and yet
measure may be enacted at the pres haunting soprano voice, accentuated
ent session.
and text of the
by the sentiment
Statehood Bill to Pass In June.
and
a lullaby
she sang,
songs
WashinEton. May 25. The railroad "I Once Believed in Fairies'," moved
hiu mill not ha taken uu till next the audience to tumultuous applause
Meantime strong enorts are to which she generously responded iu
Monday.
being made to agree on some day for a lighter strain.
a vote on tfhe bill. The naval appro
"Pomp and Circumstance," a march
priation bill will be under considera- movement whose character is aptly
tion Friday, and Saturday has been characterized by its title, was played
set aside for eulogies.
as a piano duet by Mrs. Sargent and
- At the Democratic conference lastMrs. Rapp, probably Santa Fe's most
minority leader finished pianists. Miss Cheshire sang
ing till midnight
a
Monev was instructed to appoint
"Sweet Miss Marie," and a tuneful
steering committee to formulate a leg encore. The program closed with a
minori-tislative program hy which the
selection by the Ladies' Glee Club,
wan tn ho miidi'd. Mr. Money nam
quite pretentious in its scope and givHughes
Martin,
ed Senators Shlvely,
ing promise of musicales In the future
Bacon
Mr.
But
Bacon.
Stone and
at which this club will add to the
to serve.
laurels It won at its debut. The
8enator Johnson of Alabama, start- words themselves
give some Inkling
ed a paper for Democratic signatures. of the
possibilities of a musical setIt was in effect a pledge that if the ting such as
Henry Smart has given
Republican organization would agree them:
to the elimination of sections li, 14, Rest thee on this
mossy pillow 'till
J 1K
relatlne to canttalizatlon
the" morning light,
wmilil Inelndo In the bill the Simmon's
whlsp'rlng willow
Softly wave this
amendment, and pass the statehood
o'er thy bed tonight.
bill, the Democrats would Join the ReEvery mortal grief forsake thee,
mihllcans n tabling all onnoxious As
our drowsy spells o'ertake thee,
amendments of the Insurgents, and aid
,'Till the morning light
in bringing the measure to a final vote.
Rest thee, rest thee, rest thee!
The Simmon's amendment provides
'Till the morning light.
thnt where railroads reduce rates be
Mrs. Bean and Miss Massie accom
low those of water lines to stifle companied, the other members of the club
netltlon. It should be unlawful for
besides Mrs. Rapp, the directress, bethom tn ritoin the rates later on.
Mrs. Asplund, Mrs. Bardshar, Mrs.
Several leading Republicans want the ing
Clark, Mrs. Crichton, Mrs. Robinson,
to
section relating
capitalization Miss
Alonso, Miss Bean, Miss Ber- trieken out so it was easy to arrange
Miss Cheshire, Miss Church,
gere,
con
is
statehood
as
So
far
that part.
Miss Marmon, Miss Weltmer.
senate
the
will
bill
the
pass
cerned
The concert lasted from 9 to 11, just
and probably be sent to conference.
to be satisfying without
Tim semite and house bills are so long enough
giving the audience a sense of satiety.
divergent that It may take some time The members of the Woman's Board
to reach a Anal agreement.
served coffee, sandwiches
When hearing of the Johnson paper of Trade
and cake, after which came the dance
Senators Rayner, Bacon, Overman and for which
fur
Morrison's orchestra
Smith, of Souuh Carolina, oujeciea 10
music free of charge.
- nished
splendid
the
"bottle
to
insurgmove
up"
the
both
or
hour
two,
an
was
It
enjoyable
onto
Nevertheless It is hoped tnat
to visitors and towns people and it
some arrangement will be made soon
that Santa Fe may not
is
to
be
hoped
itnd a vote be taken on the rauroan
in
of entertainments
hiu unnie time early In June, at least, lack this class
the future. The board realized some
and then take up the statehood bill
lo
fund
put
like $150 for the
and continue it as unfinished Diismess thing
los Frljoles and Ben Hur
mil nnssed hv the senate. It is be the Rlto de
condition
In
Old
Palace
In
room
the
lieved the two houses will come to an
, for visitors In accordance with the
igresiuent on statehood while appro-of the New Mexico Musiriatlon Mils are being considered splendid plan
eum trustees.
nnd not be more than one or two
eeks In reaching a conclusion.
BEEF TRU8T ATTACKS
FEDERAL INDICTMENTS.
BOSTON WOOL MARKET

ie

tonight.
The conferring of the 32d degree is
the culmination of a long line of degrees conferred since Monday, the
opening day of the reunion. At noon
today the degrees up to the 30th had
been conferred and with the beauty
of ceremony that marked the work
yesterday and on Monday,
The Masons who will take part In
FRANK W. BEACH,
32d degree and
One of the Stalwart Republican Lead the conferring of the
as folers In the Legislature or mur, wno the roles they will play are
lows:
Has Just Closed Important Deal.
;
Charles A. Wheelon, Master of
Henry F. Stephens, Prior; Mr.
iwotve miles of mains to the mountain Muckey, Preceptor; James A. Rolls,
John W.
springs, tanks, etc., F. W. Beach, gen- Marshal of Ceremonies;
eral manager for the Improvement Jlaycs, Minister of Slate; Samuel G.
vice
Van
Brunt,
Cnitwiight, Marshal of Guards; Jas.
Company, and W. T.
iirealilent of the Improvement com A. Masste, Commander; Nathan Jaffa,
last Chief Worshiper.
IS IMPROVING,
pany, met W. R. Eldnon here
nlgiii.
Grand Master of the Blue Lodge
Frank Johnson of San Marclal, arrived Prices Are Well Maintained But Noth
today and will attend the concluding
ing la In Sight to Indicate a
HOTEL CHAMPLAIN
REDUCED TO ASHES. ceremonies.
Stronger Tone.
Dnston, May 24. The Improvement
of the local wool market continues
Alhnnv
N. Y.. May 25. Hotel MRS. ROOSEVELT CALLS
MOTHER. though buyers are few.
The prices
ON QUEEN
nhnmnlnln nt. Buff Point Lake Cham- uro well maintained but nothing Is tn
plain, one of the most famous resorts
tone. The
London. Mny 25 Mrs. Theodore sight to Indicate a stronger
on the lake, was destroyed Dy nre
ffHOO,
Roosevelt visited Buckingham palace dealers show conservatism In handling
early this morning. The loss is
the the new clip, and offers by local buy
000. The origin of tho nre is un loilay and hud a long rhnt with
call ers have been rejected. Transfers of
known. The hotel hud not yet opened Queen Mother Alexandra. The
blood nre refused at
Cmtim itninmr. An electrician named was n suggestion of her majesty, who Michigan quarter
2H cents and there will be some sales
Mr. Roosevelt yesIs
received
when
hotel
she
the
of
nn
employo
Herbert,
unwashed fine Delaine at 28 to 27
nilsBlne.
It Is believed that he was terday, expressed the hope that she of
are dull.
might see the former President's wife. cents. Other stocks
burned to death.

Chicago, May 25. The first skirmish
the government's attack on the beef
trust began before Judge Landis today when counsel for the National
Packing Company, nnd Its ten subsidiary concerns assailed the validity of
the Indictments, charging conspiracy
In restraint of trade.
Attorney George
Buckinihani for the defendants argued
that the indictment did not charge a
a
crime nor cite facts constituting
crime; that If there was a ciiine, the
statute of limitations (three years),
had run ngnlnsl It and that it was a
combination Itself that was Illegal, not
Its acts.
In
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And Texajl With four
each, and Ohio with three. Eight
states would gain two representatives
tfeorsrla.
Massachu
aflAh
Alabama,
flva

niilnhnmfl.

setts', Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
New Jersey and Tennessee,
iweuijr
states would gain one representative
OOM
EW MEXICAN PRINTINO
each, California, Florida, Indiana,
PANY.
Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland. i IhsIksI mil. Montana. North Car
F.
WALTER,
PAUL A.
olina, North Dakota, Oregon, Rhode
Editor and President
Island, South Carolina, tsoutn imaum,
FRANK P. 8TUROE8,
Utah, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia and Wisconsin.
nniv nncn has the Congress failed
to increase the membership of the
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
House when making a new apportionSecretary-Treasurement. By the constitution, the memat
bership of the first House was fixed
tillered as Second ClaM klatur at 05. Under the first apportionment
ae Bant F Poetofftee.
based on Hie ceusus of 1790, the
was increased to 105. Then it
TaTES OP SUBSCRIPTION. t House
was increased, at periods of ten years,
t
carrier
by
week,
per
Daily,
1.00 successively, to 141, 181, 813 and 240,
0Uy, per. month, by carrier....
the latter number being based on the
n.n. iur month, bv mail
n.,n..' Ihra mnnthl. bT mail.... LOS' census of 1830 and a ratio of 47,700.
4 00 After the ceusus of 1840 the ratio was
Oslly, tlx months, by mail
raised to 70,600 with the result that
7.60
mail
by
one
year,
Dally,
2&
mnmhemhlii nf the House was de
month
Weekly, per
to 223. This is Uie only time
creased
'5
quarter
per
tfeekly,
I'00 the House was ever decreased in size.
H'eekly, tlx month)
00 After the next census. 1S50, the mem
Weekly, per year
to 233, and
The Weekly New Mexioxa Review. bership was increased
Mex-eothen, decennially, to 243, 293, i.a, ouo
I the oldest newspaper In New
It Is sent to every postofflce In and 386.
"The older states of the Atlantic
n Torritor- - and haa a large and
Intel-gen- t
coast will fight to the last ditch to pre(rowing circulation amonr the
and progressive people of the vent the loss of representation. Maine
now has four members, in 1839 it had
Southwest
members
eight. Virginia now has ten
and West Virginia five. When the two
THURSDAY, MAY 26, 1910.
were one state they had twenty-thremembers In 1810. Even New York
n
had forty in 1S30 and thirty-seveVormmit and New Hampshire,
OR TWO.
memamp CONGRESSMAN
now having two each, had six
Tha rptest importance to New bers each in 1S10. a century ago. But
Is
Mexico of the result of the census
...,itinn ,n not easily made now.
to decide whether It is to have one land under the last census of 1900, no
congressman or two as a state. At the 'state was reduced from Its standing
New
present rate ot apportionment.
wider the former apportionment.
292,000
Mexico would have to have
n omint of the ereater compara
two represenpeople to be entitled to
tive growth of the cities and the south.
if
it
ten
years
tatives during the next
me ut'iuw'1
a it isi probabletn tnat
ho more liberal in the
is admitted as a state. But such
UV iuv.uu..
as
is
unlikely
the size of the
ratio of apportionment
of matter of Increasing
it would increase the membership
than will the Republicans. But
House
the House to 460, making It a large, the history of the recent past shows
will
unwieldy body. The probability
that party lines are not adhered to
""-taibe that the membership will remain when old states are ngniing- iu
the same as at present, that is 391,
their diminishing prestige."
which would make the apportionment
233,-00rate, one congressman for every
NEW MEXICO'S SPLENDID FINAN
iuhabltants, in which case New
CIAL MANAGEMENT.
400,000
show
to
iuvicn fnnp ner cent bonds
Mexico would have
v
in
order
returns
census
In
the
people
command a good premium on the bond
As the cento get two congressmen.
wrkota nt the world. They are eag
sus bureau at Washington recently es- erly gobbled up at 103 and 104. The
timated the population of New Mexico splendid financial management unae.
the past
to be only 230,000, ana the most liberal nonnhiiran administrations
estimates at home do not seriously twelve years must receive the credit
claim 400,000, the prospects of New for this state of affairs. Bonos issueu
Mexico getting two congressmen is by the rich cities of Philadelphia and
very remote. With two members to New York go begging in the mean
elect to Congress, the political situ- while. Says the New York commeration at the first statehood election cial:
.. .
nio itv of Philadeluhia has failed
would present certain phases making
considerable difference from what to receive bids for more than about
of a proposed issue of
would be the case If only one memof 4 per cent bonds, and it will
ber of Congress Is elected.
Says Frederick J. Hasklu, the well have to raise the rate in order to noai
innwn nuiiHfist in a syndicate article: them above par, as New York has
'The last apportionment was made lo found it necessary to do. Both citieshnA evneriences that reflect un1901. It provided that the ratio or
their financial con
should be 194,181. States
were given one representative for each duct, but the credit of neither has
been really impaired by any cioum
194,182 population, or majority irtu.-i.iuthereof. By this act of 19"i me mem- about their obligations being perfectTjlie only
bership of the House of Representa- ly safe for Investment.
that nn ha said to have affected
tives was Increased to 389 members, ,m
and
exnenditures
to
in
i,nmnra
not because the House wished to have i,
more members but because it was nec- !a too ready Incurring of debt beyond
ordemand for the r securities ior
essary to keep the ratio down in
der that Maine and Virginia might not strictly first class investment.
"The difficulty in floating bonds, not
loose a representative each. A combibut of corpora-innation of Virginians and New Eng- only of municipalitiesof
ot the rates
interest that
enders, captained by Senators Frye
seemed to have been fairly establishand Hale, determined the apportionIs
mainly due to
ment. During the decade the new ed a few years ago,
ana tne
state of Oklahoma was admitted and the rise in commodity prices consti
cost of living. They
five representatives, although its pop- increased
tute a form of substantially perma
inulation entitled it to seven. This
nent investment yielding a fixed in
creased the Bize of the House 391.
come. While Income from bond invest
Presuming for the purposes of specuments made years ago Is fixed in
lation, that Arizona and New Mexico it amount reckoned
in dollars the
will be admitted to the union by the
not
expense it is intended to meet has
present Congress, with one represen- been fixed, but has aavaneea, so tuui
unwill
have,
tative each, the House
ih Hollars will not eo so far in meet
der the apiiortionment of 1901, a meming expenses. The result 1b that the
393.
of
bership
actual yield In the means of living has
the
collected
by
"While the figures
diminished, and as a consequence tne
census enumerators have not been tab- market price of the bonds has declinthe
what
man
knows
ulated and no
So long as prices remain high
ed.
results will be, it Is possible to dis- tl, value nf these bonds, with their
cuss the probabilities by taking the rates of inlerest fixed years ago will
census office estimate as a basis. Ac- continue to be low and so long as
cording to the statisticians' estimates there Is annrebension that prices may
of
the population of the country on June continue to advance purchasers
1 will be 89,912,000. The census office them will be chary.
believes that this estimate will not be
"Whwn new hnnrls are offered the
far from the correct figures as rate of Interest must be increased so
The
shown by the actual enumeration.
hat the Investor of 11.000 may get an
estimate is made by states and, for the income from it such as he used to get,
to
assumed
is
purpose of this article,
not merely- - In money, but In what
an
be approximately correct.
moncp' will buy, and that requires
in tilm rate What really de
"The most conservative action to be 0,ivun,
taken by the next Congress In making termines it is not what he used to get
the new apportionment will be to with the 4 per cent rate or less, out
maintain the membership ot the what he ran net now by some other
House at 393. To do this the ratio equally safe form of Investment. Re
would have to be Increased to about turns from other capital tend to rise
In prices, and
233,000. The most liberal action pos- with the general rise
sible to be taken will be to preserve ihe return from bondB must do the
the present ratio of 194,182. To do same if they are to be sold without a
this the membership of the House liunnnnt The onlv wav to increase
the yield from them in money, or to
would have to be increased to 459.
means of living, is to
'Taking the most conservative possi- restore It in
mine the rale of interest. In another
bility, it is apparent to every student
Is equivalent to
of parlimentary conditions at Wash- aspect, buying bonds
and tne rate to ne
ington that It is better not to further loaning capital,
It
bv what
determined
is
increase the size ot the House. It is noi,i imnn
will bring used in other ways.
already too large. If Congress should capital
decide to fix the membership at 393, with due allowance for risk. msing
nrlies stimulate the use of capital in
comparatively few changes would be
it away from
made in the representation of the olher ways and draw
states. Iowa, the only state showing fixed rate bonds.
an absolute loss of population accordAs fur as New Mexico to concerned,
ing to the census estimate, and Neschedules of the cen
braska each would lose two represen- the agricultural
sus bureau do it an injustice because
tatives, cutting Iowa down from eleven
a space for tne
to nine members, and Nebraska from ihev do not nrovlde
In dry edible beans
six to four. Georgia, Maine, Indiana, acreage planted
of acres boin on
one member each. Tills would be a in 1910. Thousands
dry and irrigated farms are being
total loss of nine.
planted this year and many of the
"If the Congress should decide to homesteaders who came in the sum
continue the present ratio of 194,182, mer and fall of last year, vary near
the most liberal jiossible action, the 20.000 of tiem. have nut their entire
membership of the House would be In- acreage in beans, for which no credit
creased to 459. Under that apportion- will he riven on the census returns.
ment ,no state would lose a member Beans have been a staple crop In New
would gain. Only Mexico, just as wheat Is in Illinois, for
and thirty-fou- r
twelve stateB would remain stationary, many decades, but this year the area
Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Del- planted will be more than double of
aware, Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Nebraska, what it evor has been before and as
Nevada, New Hampshire, Vermont It has been found that beans are the
most, reliable and profitable crop and
and Wyoming.
"New York would lead the list of well ndn nted to both dry farming and
can be planted In the
gains with eight, followed by Pennsyl- irrigation, that
vania with a gain of six, Illinois with territory.

h,

MARK THE HI8TORIC 8ITE8
The New Mexican has urged for
many years that the historic sites in
and about Santa Fe be marked with
suitable tablets or inscriptions. There
are so many of such sites, tnat mis
win ho
lahnr of many years, but
no year should pass without least one
tablet being erected. The uaugnters
nf tho American Revolution have
erected a monument on the spot where
Governor Perez was assassinated, just
south of the city line, and also where
General Kearny made his notable dec
laration to the people ot New Mexico
in the plaza. The Woman's Board of
Trade will place a suitable tablet In
the Ben Hur room ot the Old Palace,
but that Is all that has been done thus
far. The Garlta, and the old Ftmda,
should be marked next, and after that,
every place notable on account of its
associations
antiquity or historical
should be Inscribed so that all who
movement
Blmilar
A
read.
pass may
has been started at El Paso. Says the
El Paso Herald.
"The publication today in The
Herald of the photograph and descrip- Hnn nf ihe little
home In Cludad
Juarez where Benito Juarez, Mexican
patriot president, slept when a rerugee
on the border, adds another chapter of
interest to the history of El raso ana
immediate vicinity, rich in blsioric in
cident and lore.
'
Few, if any El Pasoans, realized
hot ,.nh o hniMlnir existed. The neo- pie of modern El Paso in general have
not fully realized the historical importance of this city and section and
It has been The Herald's endeavor to
place before them certain facts bearing on important events of the past,
that wnniri hrlnir them to a realization
of such historical
and appreciation
a
Few cities nave
surroundings.
greater fund of historical data than
El Paso and environs and, as The
Herald has advocated many times,
atm,a should he taken to mark and
preserve these historical points.
The little sister city oi umunu
to Intimatelv associated with
the government of Mexico In the dark
est days of the republic, and many oi
it- - historic aunts
have been marked,
but this unpretentious little home has
not been. The people of Juarez ougnt
to make an effort to secure it If pos
sible and convert It into a museum.
leaving the bedrom occupied by General Juarez just as it was when he slept
there, and utilizing the other rooms
for relics which they may collect irom
time to time. The postofflce, where
he made his ofllce, has already been
marked hv a hronze tablet and prob
ably will be preserved for all time.
"But El Paso has many more places
of historic interest than the sister city
of Juarez, as this city figured in more
though
episodes,
history making
none of them were so great as tnat
Norte
del
ngurea
in which old Paso
when it entertained and housed the
an
to
was
emperor's
throw
who
man
yoke from the shoulders of his people.
"The site of El Paso's old city hall,
where the first city councils made
laws for the little village, now occupied by a beer saloon; the site of the
where the official
old cottonwood,
notices used to be posted, near the
corner of the present City National
bank; the location of old Fort Bliss,
where the federal trops surrendered to
ih confederates, and where the con
federates later capitulated to the fed
erals; the home of the one time fafirst
mous McGinly Club, El Paso's
live advertiser, a site just anout to oisof
modern
appear under the hands
workmen; the site of the first custom
down on South
hnime Hrmipwhere
Oregon street, and many other locali
ties of importance Bhould be markea
now while men are still living who
can point them out. It will be a shame
if these locations are lost sight ot
through neglect of the present generation.
"F.verv eltv in the country has taken

the nnins to mark Its historic sites for
the benefit of posterity and future gen
u.
erations and El Paso ougnt to ao
The nloneera have started a work of
now
collecting relics and they might
solicit the aid of other enmusiasiic r,i
Pannans and make arrangements for
marking the various historic points
ohont the eitv. Suitable tablets would
not cost much and they could be attached to the building now In existence or to be erected, bo that for all
time the point will be marked.
"The Herald has long made a point
of collecting reminiscences from the
old timers and printing them in the
In the hishope of arousing interest
tory of El Paso and vicinity. These
to
publications will continue from time
time as the artloles develop or can be
rnaron and The Herald hopes to
sec the work of marking historic sites.
taken up and carried to a Biiccexniu.
Let the pioneers start
termination,
it."
It is well that commencement orators lay stresB on the value of character. It counts more than learning.
How practically this matter of charter stvuek an old Egyptian official is
Instructive.
I want my boy to
"Karakter!
learn Karakter, so that by Us virtue
he may become a power In the land.
white-beardeIn Ihese words a venerable
Egyptian fellah recently petitioned the British official to edu
cate his son. We read about tne incident and Its significance in a vivid
arilcle hv Marmaduke pickthall in tlhe
Comhlll Magazine for April, particu
larly in view of tne program oi ex
President Roosevelt through the val
ley of the Nile and his vigorous re
marks on the tremendous signincance
of character on the Egyptian Individuals and organizations he met.
When questioned as to what Karakter meant to him, the old Egyptian depeo
clared that the Eniillsh-speakinple "alone of all mankind possess the
secret, of It. but it can be acquired In
otlher schools for money." Pursuing
the subject further, the old man as
aerted thut. Karakter Is not a science
"It Is strength and durability of pur
ome
pose. It is power ot judgment.
havo It In them: others have not. It is
can
which
be
not a thing
taught like
mathematics." The old man expressed himself as willing to pay 100 a
month for "sound Instruction in

...

MILLS COUNTY.
Eddy and Chaves counties will not
only be asked to give up portions ot
their area for Artesla county, but now
comes a formidable claimant tor coun
ty honors In the shape of the eastern
Hrtlons of Chaves and Eddy counties
known as the Plains country and into
which more than five thousand settlers have gone the past few years establishing settlements at Monument,
Kuowlos,
Roberta,
Pearl, Honry,
Eunice, Lovington, Plainvlew, Midway, King, Scott and Ranger Lake,
places which two years ago were utpaying
terly unknown on any New Mexico
Chieftain;
The position of the agricultural de- map. The Knowles News puts up an
partment at Washington that it soon argument for the new county as folwith Colo- lows:
will deny Its
"Tho people of the Plains country,
rado In handling Interstate cattle shipments until after llhey have been dip- that portion lying In Chaves and Eddy
harda
work
must
counties, east of the breaks, demand
ped and inspected
ship on many Colorado cattle growers - a new county". This Is our just right
who are absolutely innocent of vlo- and due. We are isolated from .railmiles
latlnir a simile rule or regulation of roads on all sides and-eig- hty
govern- from the county seat. It is, therefore,
either the state
ment. Yet that position is Just and apparent that the benighted citizens
to
of the Plainsland are subjected'
fair.
For years the national government endless hardship, to which, incidentata
little expense
has been trying to get Colorado to en- ally, there is not
act laws that will compel the proper tached, in getting to and from the
.
seat.
Inspection of stock within her borders. county
The cutting oft of Chaves and
Every lime such a law has been procounties at the breaks, that is to
posed powerful influences have been Eddy
set to work and the law defeated. say, at the eastern edge of the sand,
Thus the proper state authorities lhave and putting the territory thus obtainbeen without power to compel those ed into one very respectably proporfew cattlemen who would not dip and tioned county, is It would appear, the
logical and eminently proper solution
inspect to do so.
to the county division problem of
The result Is that all cattlemen
Mexico at this time.
must now Buffer alike. Each animal southeastern New
"Such an apiiortionment would emthat leaves the state must be subjectbrace an area approximately one huned to a lot of red tape and expense for
twenty-fivmiles long and
its owner which, in many cases, will dred and
forty miles wide. And there la ample
offset all annual profits.
and taxable property to
Had the cattlemen of Colorado fol population
and support the new county
lowed the example of other western justify
therein.
states and allowed the enactments and
"The distance to our county seat,
enforcement of laws conforming with
mennational regulations no such depart- some eighty milt as previously '
by two exmental order as tSie one now pending tioned, is accentuated
ever would nave been discussed, let tremely bad strips of sand. As a matter of fact, Uiose sand strips are worse
alone Issued
The Chieftain has often discussed 'than extremely bad. They are some
the lobby which the cattlemen main thing fierce. It is four miles of hard
tain to prevent the enactment of state going across one and six miles of
laws compelling the feeding and care harder going across the other. How
of stock during the winter. Not one difficult the traversing of them really
cattleman in a hundred allows his cat- Is can only be attested by those who
tle to starve or suffer, yet for some have exiierlenced the job.
reason ninety out of every hundred
"The tax payers of Eddy and Chawill Join with the one to prevent hu- ves counties are forced to contribute
mane laws being enacted. It is the a heavy pro rata of the county money
d
and Jurors
only legitimate business in the state paM to witnesses
in which its
membership
from here to attend district
allies itself against the state authori- court, whose) mileage of necessity exties to protect Its law breakers.
ceeds that of the citizens of most of
In many instances the combination the county. The matter of expense inneeded
successful.
has been
Pending
curred by officers sent to the Plains
laws have been defeated. Men who al- in discharge of duty also enters in.
lowed cattle to starve on the prairie
"Governor Mills is an ideal chief
have been freed. Individuals have re- executive. A man of broad, well
fused to dip and inspect when ordered
and sterling
to do so by Btate uthorlty: but ere grounded opinions,
He has acquitted himselt with,
the federal government raises the or
honor andi credit, not only as chief
der now about lo be issued the Chiefof the territory, from which
justice
stock
Colorado
tain predicts that the
he recently ascended to the
position
tor
and
will
pay dearly
pay
industry
chair, but in every other .
gubernatorial
was
killed
that
law
by
needed
every
In which he haa served in the
its lobby and for every violator who caiiacity
Sunshine Territory during the past 20
escaped punishment through its efIjears. It is fitting, then, tnat ne
forts.
The lobby in preventing a just state should be properly commemorated.
way
Is no more appropriate
regulation of the industry and a proper There
this than by naming a county
of
punishment of its law violators, has for doing We therefore suggest that
him.
brought upon its own business a fede
be named
Colorado the new
eral order that
keeps
cattle from the markets of the world.
COST OF LIVING TO RAILROADS.
Wrhile it is well that New Mexico is
The New Mexican is in receipt of a
enioylng a period of unusual political short pamphlet by Edward W. Harden
peace, yet, that is no reason why the:)n wlllen ne gves flM,ta and figures to
Republican party should go to sleep nrove that the cost of living has in
altogether. It Is a welcome note there- creased for railroad companies even
fore that has been struck at Old Albu- to a greater extent than bo their ema
querque by the organization of
ployes. He shows that federal and
strong and active Republican club. state legislation has added $20,000,000
The example should be followed not a year to the cost of operating the
n roads nf the country, that taxation
onlv at Santa Fe and in every town
and village, but in every precinct. It nM increased 65 per cent the laBt ten
is true, that the spasmodic efforts late- yeal1Ji that locomotives which ten
to
yeara ag0 coat $12,000 now cost $20,ly made by the Democratic leaders
of
000, that the price of freight cars nas
inject a little life into the corpse
reincreased from $700 to $1,000, and that
Democracy in this Territory have
sulted merely in starting the embers while wages are much higher the time
of local squabbles that have disrupted and amount of labor given by each em
the party in Curry and in other coun- ploye are much less.
ties, yet, it behooves the Republicans
Not to multiply details, it may be
tn nrnve tn President Taft and the said, in brief, of the cost of new capdoubters in Congress that New Mex- ital that tho average Interest rate on
ico will not send Democrats to the
railway bonds has shown a moderate
Senate nor radical Republicans, but but steady defined upward tendency in
that it is safe and sound to the core. the nast ten years, and that the opin
To accomplish this in such measure as ion of the most competent Judges is
to be convincing will require work that this tendency will continue lttthe
along lines ot local organization. Let immediate future. Interest on money
every precinct have its Republican imperatively required to keep the railclub and let every Republican keep In ways abreast of the demands Uwn
touch with the party and its organisa- them must, of course, be included In
tion by subscribing for himself and what It costs the railway to live.
neWB-papeneighbor for some Republican
Mo one who gives the subject serThat will be laying the founda- ious
study can avoid the conclusion
tion for a successful campaign this
that the railways of the United States
fall or next spring.
have been affected By the Increased
an exis ap- cost of living to quite as great moreThe town of
Springer
and,
individual,
as
has
tent
any
This
parently on the verge of a boom.
that they are subject lo a variety
town has known but little change for over,
of Influences tending to increase the
of
last
the
events
many years, but the
current cost of their existence which
three years point to new things. Irri- do
not affect the Individual.
that
are
being developed
gation plants
will add $8,000,000.00 to the value of
There is at least one newspaper,
lands near Springer. The resultant
sufIn New Mexico that Is
annual income from Ihese new lands plant
ficiently bloated financially to be comwill be not less than $3,200,000.00 per
pelled to pay the federal corporation
annum. It means new life for the tax
and that Is a Republican newstown of Springer, and from a little
published In a Democratic
paper
one
to
western town she should grow
In other words it occasionally
town.
in
the Territory.
of the best cities
pays to be In the minority. However,
Signs of new life are apparent in the with a manager like B. F. Harlow and
Club,
Commercial
of
a
organization
an editor like Will Robinson looking
that is taking hold with energy.
the plant and paper personally,
Streets are being cleaned and improv- after
would no
the Roswell Register-Tribuned as never before. The town council
In any place this side of
with the Commercial doubt pay
is
Yuma.
Club in plans for the future. Everyon.
thing Is in harmony and moving
The class of 1910 of the University
Householders have caught the infecMexico has presented to the
tion, and private property is being put of New
A most approIn order. There will be thousands ot Institution a fountain.
in an
dollars expended In the right place this priate gift indeed, especially
custom ot
the
following
and
land
the
arid
is
church
new
A
planned
year.
each
Commercial Club pushing religion, as the students ot other colleges,
some permawell as finance. The Reform School, clasB of whom presents
In time,
which is the first Territorial institu- nent memorial betore leaving. should
New Mexico
tion to come to Springer, is being run the University of
and loyal almunt assoiu a thoroughly sound and satisfactory have, a strong
that will help It materially in
way. And all things point to a com- ciation
years to comes
ing city.

IDEALLY LOCATED DEFEAT OF WI8E LAWS REACT8,
Now Mexico haB learned repeatedly
FOR 8ANATAR1A,
to defeat, wise
not
was the first not
Las Vegas Is making another strong that It doeseven ifpay
ceive the credit,-I- t
such legislation at
start effort to secure the proitosed Pythian legislation,
only to suggest but the first to
the time It is up for passage seems
active construction of a scenio high sanitarium for consumptives. There restrictive upon certain interests. Cou
re
over
Old
Santa
the
iran;
way
the cause of fraternal and lorado also has again been taught the
was the flrat t place on its statutes a Is a lull in
cause that for a same lesson through the order Jssued
law providing for a Camino del Real church sanitaria, a
Mexico this week that the Bureau of Animal
tliroimh ihe entire length of the com time promised to give New
institutions of that Industry has declared a restricted
monwealth, from a point where the a number of large heralded and bitquarantine against Colorado cattle. The
The much
Santa Fe Trail entered it on the norm, naturefought-ovesani- cattlemen at the last legislative sesr
ot
Presbyterian
branch
a
to mi Paso Texas, where
terly
haB not yet sion were strong enough to defeat
the Trail, entered Mexico. It was be- tarium at Albuquerque
with
that It legislation for their
the
proportions
a
great
reached
splencause New Mexico had begun
the Pythian sani- the federal authorities and they are
and
Las
and
had
promised
Fe
Santa
between
did road
the cost, Says the Pueblo
seems still to be now

thf

Aithnnirh

KING'S HIGHWAY.
New Mexico does not re

Kb
Vegas over the Pecos forest, built
most difficult portion and men neg-wtoonn virtually abandoned It, that
it is being robbed of the credit that
now goes to Kansas, Missouri ana
hut it la fortunate that Gover
nor Mills has decided to wipe out the
comdisgrace and with the good roaas
mission will see to It that the splendid project of the Scenio Highway as
befirst inaugurated will be completed
tween Las Vegas and Albuquerque via
Santa Fe and then 1b pusnea aown iu
El Paso and north to Raton, where
.u
.ii.,o la already built to Ra- WO UlRnJ
Inn no,, linPPt ins- there with tne Co
lorado highway. Says a Pueblo Colo..
dispatch:
..u.. ih oloiirement of the new
Santa Fe trail organization at the
the
Dodge City meeting this week,
campaign in the
greatest
west was further systematized.
"Heretofore this organization nu
-fln0H n,,lv to the twelve Kan
i,
sas counties from Newton to Wichita
on the west to the state line, up
as
valley of Content. Now it includes,
well, the counties of Prowers, Beut,
Otero, Pueblo and Fremont in Colothe
rado, with the end at Canon City,
head of the valley.
u
"This great, road, first luteuaeu
ii. ,iinutnra and nropoiients to be
up
merely a modest improved highway
the valley in Kansas, soon grew ut
vn
their dreams, and was taken up
as
just as vigorously by Colorado endurThe late important
ance run from Hutchinson to Pueblo
a
..... fact, that Colorado
UPlUUliaiioiu iho
was keenly alive to the campaign and
to carry
equally anxious with Kansas
the road to successful conclusion.
"The trail is of the utmost signifbe-...icance in these days of motoring, as
. .thwv nf pleasure as well
of commerce. The travel back andforth between ansas City ana wnuin t.A.urnrth
... ho nlnnz" this his- u"-IftUU Wl"
and
through the rich
toric highway
rarmers aim
valley of Content.
-alike will use it. and better
citizenship will result from better
roads. Reports at the uoage
meeting showed the greatest activity
all along the trail. Traction engines
are pulling graders in a nan ouieu
expen
,iio unit where anecial and
sand-clasive work is necessary, as in
s
treatment of many stretches, the work-habeen financed and is rapidly pro

.i

NEW MEXICO

tarium proposition
Montezuma
hanging lire. The big
near
hotel property of Hie Snnta Fe,
a saniLas Vegaa Ideally situated for
one
tarium is still closed although
of fraternal
another
after
proposition
and church organizations to take it
over has been discussed. Both Las
loVegas and Santa Fo are favorably
cated for sanitaria for consumptives
but it seems that not much headway
has been made anywuere In the United States, except at Saranac, New
In the
York, and a few other points
east, in convincing consumptives that
the 'sanitarium treatment holds out to
them (he greatest hope for recovery.
The average consumptive who seeks a
change of climale does not stay long
the
enough at any one place to prove
efficacy of the locality or Institution.
disease
Recovery from the Insidious
Is necessarily slow but the patient not
berealizing his serious condition,
comes impatient when he finds that
two or three weeks do not restore him
and blames climate or sanitarium and
moves on to the next place, having
heard wonderful stories of how much
better it Ib for this case. He often
loses out through such policy but the
next patient makes the same mistake.
It is for that reason that a sanitarium
that must be maintained from its
earnings or Is supported by a fraternity or church, is not apt to be a great
success at first, while stale supported
institutions like that-a- t White Haven,
Pennsylvania, though located In an unfavorable climate, are great successes.
It is thus in the Black Forest, Germany, and other parts of Europe
where gratifying results have been obtained. There, consumptives seem to
realize their serious condition and
the fact that at the best recovery is
Blow and tedious. With the ideal climatic conditions to be found at Santa
Fe and Las Vegas, there are' offered
fields for philanthropy and enterprise
that it seems strange are still practically unoccupied.

,triio

gressing."
THESE ARE THE

THINGS

THAT

COUNT.

Under the. heading "Humanitarian-IsFe," the Home Evangel
in Saiit
for May published at Albuquerque,
In its leading edi
,ii I rniinwinz
torial and no further comment is
needed:
i. A
,,! nathotlc CMP at Santa Fe
was' brought to the superintendent's
notice by Rev. C. F. Lucas, pastor oi
the Methodist church there.
a nnr wnmiin had moved Into the
town from a part of the dry farming
alie was unable to care for
her children and Mr, and Mrs. Lucas
aided by the Woman's Board of iraae
food and cared for
her and her children for a number of
weeks.
"Then the mother sickened and died
.,.i iho fnM utile children, including
a wee babe, were left to the cold
charity of the world.
cold
"Only in this instance It wasn't
and
charity, the babe and little boys
of the
girl were taken to the home
pastor and his family and tenderly
.cared for until other arrangements
could be made.
"We will place all of the little ones
the hnhe has already
found refuge in a splendid home with
a wealth of love to shower upon ner,
and wealth of money to give her a pep
manent home also, aud the other three
will be cared for as soon as super
intendent tlhlnks they are ready to
leave the Receiving Home."
a summer Bchool will
nn
nr.on nt the University of New Mexico

at Albuquerque, primarily to prepare
applicants for the Rhodes scnoiarsnip
for which New Mexico this year has
tihree candidates. President Gray be
nave
ing an Oxford man himseir, win
nersnnal charge of the course. It Is
the beginning, no doubt, of a permanent summer school, although Santa
Fe, climatically, Is much more favorably situated for such an enterprise
hut does not possess the necessary
equipment. All over the nation, citizens are awakening to the fact that it
is an economic waste to have standing
idle for long periods of the year ana
lare--e
nortlons of each day, buildings
and institutions that have cost mil
lions upon lnlllionB of dollars In the
aggregate, Including public schools,
lihrnriaa theaters, churches and uni
versities. The tendency, especially In
.
large cities like New York and
is to utilize such structures
and equipment every minute of each
day including Sundays. By doing mis
there will be in the future less duplication and a great economic saving,
not to speak of bringing education, entertainment, culture and charity to
millions who are now doing without
these.
Members of the Socialist party, who
originally did not believe in property
rights, have of late acquired little ana
bik stakes of their own, and therefore,
In convention, this week, decided to
drop the inoonvenicnt pledge against
"propertied" classes and substituted
the work "capitalistic.',' After a while,
the prosperity of the country continuing the leaders will advance from the
"propertied" into the "capitalistic"
ranks and then the latter word too
will be eliminated and some more
unecinus term Inserted, Expediency
Is a great thing even among such
earnest theorists as the Socialists.

A few years ago It was accepted as

fact that potatoes could
not be grown In New Mexico. It is
the
Santa Fe canon, on the
true, in
mesas of the upper Pecos and a few
olher mountain valleys wlhere soil
conditions were suitable and plenty
of rain fell, a few thousand bushels
were raised annually but it was not
until last year that It was demonstrat
ed that both on dry and irrigated'
farms, potatoes could be grown at a
pioftt. This year, thousands of acres
in the Estancia valley have been planted in potatoes and the tuber will be
shipped in many carloads. In Luna
counfy, around Demlng, and in the
eastern counties, potatoes will be a
staple crop, and the wonder Is now
tiiut no one ever tried It before. It is
but an Instance of the manifold ways
that are becoming practical for in
of
creasing the agricultural output
New Mexico. A few years ago It was
authoritatively stated that New Mexi
co woit'd never (have more than half
a million acres under cultivation and
at that time there were only a quarter million acres In crops. Today
more than three million acres are
growing crops and there Is no limit
except of area to the possibilities of
the future In that line.

a

Quite a number of telegrams were
sent yesterday and today by New
Mexico leaders to Senator Bailey and
other Democrats in Congress urging
the passage of the statehood bill. This
was in answer to an inquiry from
Democratic leaders in Washington as
Deto the attitude of the territorial
mocracy on the statehood bills now
pending. The answer was that the
House bill Is preferred, although the
Senate bill would prove acceptable as
long as nothing better was within
reach. The explanation was made necessary by the action of a few Albuquerque leaders recently sending on a
protest against the statehood bill and
appointing a commute to go to Washing to work against some of Its provisions, especially that appertaining to
the apportionment for the constitutional convention. It Is to be hoped
that Ihe Democrats in the Senate
abandon their attitude of opposition
to the statehod bill unless they are
granted concessions on other measures, for the Democratic party in New
Mexico would hardly survive a deliberate attempt of Democrats in Con-gies-s
to knife statehood at this critical juncture.
The Fourth Estate calls attention to
the fact that even the Judge on the
bench has his decisions, written with
care and plenty of time fur thought,
set aside by the higher courts, and
yet, although his judgment 1b ireversed,
in
he does not suffer in the least,
public or professional estimation. On
the other hand, if a mistake should
creep Into a newspaper, with all tlhe
haste Incident to the making ot a dally
newspaper, there is comment and
criticism galore from the men who
could run the newspaper much better
than those who have been trained
through long years of service in one
of the most trying and
professions on earth.
Albuquerque has again proved its
mettle and Its claim to being an energetic city well deserving of the title
After
of metropolis of New Mexico.
a season of wavering, its business men
have decided not to abandon the annual fair. They are getting together
to hold the thirteenth annual fair and
will make It a greater success than
any that has been recorded before. It
1b true, it means digging
into their
pockets to raise $10,000 or $20,000 or
not
shirk
their
more,' but, they will
duty end will stick together In this
In
Indirect
results
which
enterprise
will bring manifold returns.

It is not astonishing to hear that
to
the Democrats are threatening
kill the statehood bill unless concesalnna arn mnda hv ttlA TlerillhllcanS on
the railroad bill. To the Democrats
all thlngB are on the bargain counter
when it comes to making political

The city of Paris has set aside $30,-nnAim Tnr further beautifying the al
If Santa Fe
ready beautiful city
s
wore to siiend money for sucn
in the same proportion to lt
for
popdlatlon It would have $76,000
boulewidening s'reets, laying out
vards and planting trees.

L

NEW IDEA IN A
PUBLIC 8CHOOL

EDUCATION

EXHIBITION.

FIRST,

mm m

How the Interest of Parents at Detrv
lng Is Awakened In the Work of

which Is providing the Instruction,
and far worse than all, he robs himself of the education which is essen-tlo- n
to his success in life."

AGREE

STATEHOOD
"
is the most clever little
silvered Coffee Strainer ever Invented,
fiet one free from Dr. Suoop, Racine,
Wis., by the Coupon Plan. The Cou- Regular
Deming, N. M May 23. The
Republicans and
the
Tell
Prince
pon and Dr. Shoop's new book on
school exhibit was held In the
reCombine for
Albuquerque Had Spectacu
Democrats
Health Coffee sent to any lady
"
Students of the "Thrice
school building. It is representative
lar Fire Early This
them. You can trick any one
questing
Legislation
Passing
.
Robber"
of the work for the entire year of all
by secretly serving Dr. Shoop's Health
Morning
the grades. This idea was put in exeCoffee at meal time. Your visitor or
your husband will declare he Is drink- GLAVIS WAS UNTRUTHFUL THEN
cution last year in Deming for the first
TRAINING
VALUE OF UNIVERISTY
at once or in
ing real coffee and yet there Is not a
LOSS MOREJUN $100,000 time, and it Is a moans what
Is being
grain ot real coffee In Dr. Shoop's
forming the parents of
Health Coffee. Pure grains, malt, and
Is Put on the Grill by
done and of awakening In the stu.
Increase
the
to
Endeavors
Scope nuts give Health Coffee Its exquisite Lawler
pride In the school work. This
Invaluable Indian and Geologi-- . dents
Attorney Bran-- .
taste and flavor. No 20 to 30 minutes
of Human
annual exhibit is the means of furnish
deis.
In a minute."
excal Collections Could Not
"Made
tedious
a
with
school
boiling.
permanent
the
ing
.
Try it from your grocer and get a
Each teacher selectB the three
'
hibit.
Be Saved.
j
2
1
lb.
package Special to the New Mexican.
pleasant surprise.
beat pieces of work for her room, and
The commencement address of the 25c. Sold
by Frank Andrews.
these thre pieces of work go into the
Washington, May 19. Where comHad-leL. Bradford Prince at the
Hon.
Albuquerque, N. M May 23.
Is made against the results or
permanent exhibit.
plaint
two
nf
New Mexico, presented
Hall, the science department ol
It la this system as well as the gen
returns of the censuB
J. N. UPTON BUILDING
the
Incomplete
that
of
Interest,
8
I subjectsoff the particular
In towns or districts, the time Is exCANNING FACTORY ON MIMBRES.
the University of New Mexico was eral excellence of the work which en
comThese
track.
beaten
were
thlB ables Deming to capture the prizes at
tended to May 25. This will cause a
completely destroyed by flre early
mencement addresses usually conBlst
congresses
fairs and educational
Frank W. Parker at Oemlng couple of weeks' delay In announcof exhortations to the graduates as U Judge
morning. The loss Is more than one where such work Is displayed. There
Gave Judgment In Luna County
ing the results.
their future life in the wide world.
hundred thousand dollars. The Indian were throngs of citizens of the town
Delinquent Tax Cases.
It Is reported that the Democrats
these
not
did
Prince
Governor
neglect
colhistorical museum and geological
In the Bthool building Inspecting the
will unite with the regulars on the
dwelt on others. He
he
but
turps
fpn
and pride
lection, the former almost priceless work, and tho Interest
Deming N. M., May 19. A heavy railroad bill under an agreement to
spoke on the university and Its relain this work
fell in Demina: last pass the statehood bill.
destroyed. Crossed which the parents evince
Is value, were
to the other territorial institutions nhnwpr nf mln
tion
an
is
Inspiraso attractively displayed
rhnlrnmn Hnmiltnn In the House
on.l than addressed the students who nlcht. The rain was heavier at Dwyer
electric wlreB started the fire and ex- tion to the children and the teachers
debate today said that the governors
still have some years before them In a andT at Lake Valley.
ploding chemicals made It a spectac- alike. It goeB a long way towards
F. Rnvder. the socialist organizer. of .New Mexico and Arizona receive
manner that was quite unique.
ular sight.
solving the problem which vexes the
The following are extracts from Mr. delivered an address In Deming last nnv nf 1:1.500 a vpar. The law flnnroeveryschools
of
the
sent
into
waB
public
management
An alarm of lire
night. He will speak analn tomorrow prlates $3,000, but they are paid only
Prince's address:
sz.iuu. it is a mooted question wnu
night at Baker's hall.
and both the where, viz., that of bringing together
A University.
city fire departments
the management of the school, tne
Senator J. N. Upton reports that the gets or what becomes of the other
comis
fast
town
becoming
flre
institution
down
'This
and
Highland
na irriDT A I Plhr.HER.
foundations are laid tor his canning 1(100 and who Is responsible for disteaching force, the children and the
ina university, In fact as wen as iu factory, which Is located up the Mim- - regarding the law.
panies started up the hill with the
parents, of harmonizing these diverse Who Says American Pharmaceutical Association is Opposed to Onjogltts
H- itha
n
...!
o.
name.
unp
a
ii
Deuer
i4
hres. This factory will nave a capa- tention of rendering whatever service elements, of establishing
Washington, May 19. Assistant AtDispensing Alcohol ana tnat we uruggm
"Unfortunately that honored title rltr nf nhmit .10 000 cans a dav. and torney General Lawler admitted under
im- derstanding and closer sympathy be
a
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possible.
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so
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before the
peded the progress of the department
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In passing through the various
committee today that
In a list of the principal iMinntrv.
and Chief Klein was reluctantly com- rooms, one is Btruck by the range and
ficance.
three years ago, L. R. Glavls cast a
universities and colleges in the United
S. J. Emith has completed his Dig reflection on his competency to conOF
pelled to order his men back to their variety of subjects that are taught by
PROGRESS
IE
SALE
States which I have recently consult- well ten miles south of Deming and duct the prosecution of certain land
Physiology, zo
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recently
.niiiroii from others, and Increases T. Brown, Annie S. Smith, Thomas tion clause from the railroad bill and
and it Hon which
merous motors and dynamos, together and It was all done by students
The fol- Insert the Simmons amendment and
Va. was the sale of alcohol automobile, arriving tnere early In the
the world's store of Information by the Tomllnson, Jas. Westover.
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Co., Buffalo,
aided to help itself and directed to capacity for being a useful minority scarce a thousand has Increased to SO,- - ator that, they are not at home In the Dawson Colfax county, this week pistols, there can be no moral objec- New York, sole agentB for the United
the best fields of effort which is a would, we have no doubt, be about. 000. With this accomplished in less afternoon. Thev evidently heard of amounts to $100,000. Wouldn't such tion to two brutes battering out for States,
Doan's-- "
step, at least, toward abolishing it. the worst thing that could happen to than ten years who can predict what the society ladles who give similar In- a payroll make tihlnga hum in Santa each other the modicum of bralnH each
Remember the name
Fe?
The erring can be placed on their feet this country. It would be so bad, in the next decade will bring forth.
formation to their callers.
and take no othor.
may possess,
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Fe. The story by Kene Bathe is as
follows:
The discovery of a burled cily in
New Mexico, In the valley of tile Rio
mid of a vanished people who
FE Grande,
lived like rals in holes along
the
cliffs of an almost inaccessible canyon
has recently afforded opportunity for
reStory of Puye Served up most Interesting archaeological
search. As for the town In question,
With Frills to City
on
considerable excavations
Its site
have already been made, under the diReaders
rection of Dr. Edgar h, Hewett
enough, at all events, to make certain the fact that It was prethlRloric
CITY
PREHISTOBICJMEHICJIN
and that it was circular In form.
Pa sing down the Illo Grande valley, Ub gorge becomes deeper until
Important Discoveries Made the
traveler reaches a point at which
by Doctor Hewett in
the canyon of the Kilo de losFrljoles,
or "Creek of BeaiiB" enters. It Ib nol
Pajarito Park.
possible to make one's way up the
A recent Sunday Issue of the Globe canon, because Its narrow passage is
Democrat gives an entire page to Il- blocked by two waterfalls, which have
a leap of about 70 and 90 feet, respecIn color ot the Cliff tively. One must climb to Ihe
lustrations
top of
miles
west of Santa the surrounding plateau and descend
Dwellings twenty

'

FORMA

into the canon by an ancient rock
trail, which leads to the site of tlhe
prehistoric city.
Of all' the beautiful and romantic
spots In the Southwest, none surpasses the Rlto de los Frljoles. The former populous condition of all the
country thereabout is attested
by
myriads of cliff dwellings which occupy every mesa top from the Chama
river to the Cochltl, and between the
Jemez mountains and the Rio Grande.
But the principal focus of population
was tflie
town
a terraced structure, circular In form, and
built of blocks of volcanic tufa.
The lown somewhat resembling In
Its beehive construction a modern
pueblo, was In effect an apartment
house of enormous extent. As a rule,
however, the ancient
like
pueblos,
those of modern dnys, seem to have
grown by gradual accretion, single
rooms' or suites being added as they
were required to meet the needs of
increasing families. But here the
whole affair was planned and built at

one time. lit circular shape, too, renders It unique from the viewpoint of

the archaeologist, nothing resembling
It In this respect having been known
oltherto.
The apartment-hous- e
city, which
was apparently of three stories, comprised many hundreds of rooms. It
was evidently built for defense, and
the living rooms were entered from an
Inner court by ladders to the roof, and
then through hatchways and by ladders descending Inlo the interior. Direct access to the court was practicable only by a single passageway on
the east side, 8 feet wide which was
plastered with adobe, the outer opening being provided with a double system of barricades.
On tho outside
was a stone wall, portly closed, which
could be made at brief notice to shut
the entrance enlirely.
Work of Education,
Several hundred of the ground-floo- r
rooms whose walls still remain
In a fair state of preservation, have
already been uncovered by Dr. Hew

lett. Twenty Tewa Indians, experi- was anciently covered by a blanket of of gravel and sand, being friable and
enced In work, are doing the digging volcanic material which in the course easy to excavate. Thus whole suites
exunder the auspices of the School of
.American Archaeology at Santa Fe,
the necessary money having been
by the legislature of New
Mexico.
It is an Immense labor, the
contemplated task, which will occupy
a number of years, embracing tlhe uncovering of cliff dwellings and other
remains over a wide area of Ihe formerly populous region.
Six miles In a straight line south of
Ihe great circular town is the pueblo
of the Stone Lions, where Dr. Hewett Is also making excavations. It
gels Its name from a remarkable
shrine consisting of a stone stockade
inclosing the efllgles of a pair of pumas, or mountain Hons, which lie extended at full length, side by side,
carved In high relief from a great tufa
bowlder.
Casts have" been made from
these sculptured beasts, which appear
to have been Idols.
The plateau between the Jemez
mountains and the Rio Grande valley- -

i
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of ages was gashed into thousands of of rooms, In many caes somewhat
fragments by torrential erosion. By tensive. In the very living rock, were
such means It was cut up into de- occupied by these human burrowers.
Tho quarters thus provided, howevtached masses, which were further
sculptured by the winds into fantastic er, were supplemented to an Importshapes, the cliffs, sometimes BOO feet ant extent by houses of adobe built in
a fact made manifest by numIn height, being adorned above with front
castle-lik- e
battlements
and honey- erous boles remaining to this day,
combed below with natural caves. which were evidently made to support
Fossil remains of three-toe- d
horses the ends of poles upholding the roofs.
and several kinds of extinct dogs as One Is able, therefore, to obtain a
well as mammoths and mastodons, are pretty fair notion of the conditions un-
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'ay has dawned! Everything is Booming
The day has been set fo a new age
4

HE way of the world is to throw up its greasy nightcap for the fellow who wins, but never to
like the genii in the Arabian tale, the world will
help him win- - -- to down him if possible-rath- er
make a slave of you unless you make the world your slave. But mark! when the world makes its
slave it destroys you: when you make it your 6lave, you make your fortune! Now make the world
your
slave by making it produce oil, California oil, for you. Isn't this the wisest plan ever suggested?

We call your attention to a fact ot
signal importance to yourself.
There are two iositions in life for
you
You must follow your own dictation
and be independent, or you must follow the path laid before you by some
member of the old school and follow
the old rut, and mayhap still drive a

delivery wagon.
Knowing as we do, that you are to
be independent is our reason for addressing you. Listen and we will tell
you how to gain that Independence.
First, make your money work for
you.

Second, save from the money that
you earn from the money that works
for you, and make that work too.

Third, save from the savings from
the money that you earn from the
money of that money that works for
you and make that work also.
Everyone knows that very little can
be done from the Interest that one receives from the savings banks. Therefore a better means of investment.
Something that Is safe yet earning
large dividends.
And it is of this that we are about
to talk.
Surely you wouldn't care for a better investment than California Oil.
Investors in the East derive the
f
cents
paltry sum of three and
on their hard-earnedollar for its use
for one year, while the stockholders
in the same bank paying 3
per cent
to the depositors receive no less than
140 per cent on their dollar Invested In the stock of the bank, during
the same year. These figures are
taken from the actual report of the
directors of one of the wealthiest
banks in New York City, and any one
who wishes to know the truth of it
can easily enough determine It on the
commercial sheets when the dividends
are declared. And the dividends so
declared are largely derived from
money Invested In California; more
often than not In the oil industry of
"Golden State." Being
the
Interested almost solely in oil, from
which vast fortunes are realized yearly, we would like to make a statement of the reasons why we believe
that oil affords today greater chances
for gigantic, legitimate returns on Investments than any other Industry.
In the first place, oil is the great
Two and
fuel of the Pacific Coast.
one-hal- f
barrels of oil. are equal of
'
one ton of coal in thermal units. In
other words, the same amount of heat
barrels of
can be obtained from 2
oil as cun be obtained from one ton
of coal. But the difference In price
Is very great.
Coal, producing the
same amount of heat per ton as 2 2
barrels of oil, costs anywhere from
Two and
6 to $8 per ton wholesale.
one-hal- f
barrels of oil figured at the
market delivery price of $1 per barrel, costs $2. SO a saving of from
J3.50 to $5.50 on every ton of coal dis

placed by oil. Under the circumstaces
It would be Impossible that any other
fuel could be obtained which could
displace oil, and, such being the case,
we have a guaranteed
consumption
from every railroad on the coast as
oil
as
the
fields hold out. From
long
government reports we may not ex-

pect exhaustion until some future
generation. Here Is the firmest kind
of foundation upon which an Industry
could be laid; an absolutely assured
consumption.
The wheels of Industry must turn,
and at the lowest possible cost, with
point, economy is the ulllzatlon of
to
labor
leads us
the next
Money saved
consideration, namely:
in"
commercial compaines
wages, which
would be necessary with the use of
fuel,
t
other
any
Experiments have demonstrated the
fact that it costs four times as much
to load a car with coal asi It does to
till a tank car with oil.
Probably 75
tons would be a very high average car
load of coal; fifty tons would be nearer the general average.
It requires
two tons of coal to do the same work
as one ton of oil. At this rate It
has been figured out that it would
take six car loads of coal to do the
work of one car load of oil! So much
for space.
The advantages of the uses of oil
have been so greatly appreciated that
within the lust very few years, In Los
Angeles county alone, over 5,000 factories have adopted it. As coal consumers they could not possibly have
existed.
'
In Northern Cnllfornia the use of
oil Is becoming more and more general. Flats, apartment houseB, homes,
business blocks, hotels, factories, mills
and power houses use oil for fuel. Its
cleanliness, its economy In the matter
caof space, Its actual dollar-savinpacity, combine to make it the Ideal
fuel of fuels.
A general demand Is being felt iu
all of the fields for enough oil to supply the foreign as well as the home
markets. Russia is a large consumer
of oils. Japan is reported to be about
to remove the duty imposed over a
year ago on our oil and by that
formeans to revive a very fair-sizeeign market, in China, our oil, in a
refined state, Is very largely used, InAn official of the Standard Oil
deed.
Company recently informed the writer
that the
light oils of
Sumatra were cutting Into our Mongoon aclian trade very considerably
count of their market for It but the
American oil consumed by China Is an
enormous quantity.
consume a
Our own provinces
great deal of the product, and with
oiling stations for the navy, we may
activity
unprecedented
expect an
among producers to supply our discan
tant oiling stations, as they
barely
keep up with the demand now.
For four thousand miles and more

up and down the Pacific Coast line
California oil is transported and burned.
From Nome to Valparaiso
and
from as far east as the Rockies, west
to ultimate Siberia perennially clad
In snow aud Ice, as well as from the
soul hern runs of the Southern Pacific
and Santa Fe Railroad Companies to
the palmy Isles of tho Orient, more
California oil Is carried for consumption.
To be financially Interested In
the oil liiialiiasH Is to have an added
prestige given you by business men
the world over, and is Just cause for
pride in one's common sense.
In the matter of intelligence used
by those interested In the oil business
It was recently suld by a writer in the
Petroleum World (London) that tlhe
greatest aggregation of brains ever got
together was behind the oil industry.
The constructive genius of the officials of l he groat Standard Oil Company was held up and lauded, and the
business methods of a great British
enterprise suffered severely by comparison.
The richness of the Industry in California Is rarely appreciated by the
outsider who carelessly reads an article like the present one. There are
"several reasons for this, among them
being the magnitude of the Industry,
the millions upon millions of dollars
Invested and the general Inability to
grasp what ..as not been seen with the
eyes. He has not viewed the oil
fields; he has not seen the remarkable forest of derricks at steady old
Kern River, nor driven down the
country road in "Wonderful Coallnga;"
knows little or nothing of marvelous
Midway, with its gushers,
and has
probably evinced little interest in the
other fields of the state, although people are so clamorous for news of Ihe
ol! world today that the most
phenomenal boom In oil in the history of California Is In progress now.
A sight of the million dollar refln-ericof the miles and miles of pipe
lines which discharge oil drawn from
the fields at tidewater, and a knowledge of the engineering feats performed for this transportation; a few views
of great storage
tanks and pumps
would probably revise a few nations
of the uninformed on the oil situation
in California.

It is most probable, however, that a
glance at the dividend sheets which
appear with solar regularity
every
month, showing that nearly a million
dollars is paid out, while some companies do not make public their dividends to swell the amount, would
doubtless quicken the appreciation
of
the uninterested man and would tend
to show him what the oil business of
California means to those financially
interested.
It means, if interested, In a good
company whose stock Is handled by
reliable financial agents, a steady income; oftentimes a thousand per cent
on the original investment.
This
amount of money has been realized by
no small number of men in this state,
and outside of this state, men interested in California's oil fields have
done as well. The trouble is, generally, that It is almost too good to be believed, and skeptical persons lose the
chance of a lifetime merely because
they will not take the trouble to inves
tlgate. "Merely another California
tale," is the way they put It. And
they are right it IS another California tale, with millions of dollars to
prove Its truth.
In closing we wish to say that we
believe the time will come very soon
when oil shares will be at a premium
and that the boom now started will
sweep the whole country. While not
In the predicting business, it is easy
enough for us to speak what is an undoubted fact.
The California National Crude Oil
Company owns several thousand acres
of oil lands In the wonderful Coallnga
District, which they will develop and
are selling stock at 50 cents per share
to carry on the developing work.
This Company Is organized on a
sound basis, with 80 per cent of the
stock in the treasury. You have seen
the stock advance from 40 cents to 50
cents, why wait until It advances
again, buy this stock now and save
money. Don't wait until tomorrow.
DO IT NOW.
You enn easily see the
reason why you should Invest in an
ull company. Now the question arises: Which Company?
Well, the company that should Interest you Is the
California National Crude Oil

THIRTIETH ANNUAL
FAIR AT ALBUQUERQUE.
Enthusiastic Meeting of tne Association Elects J. H. O'RIelly President and McManus Secretary.
At the most enthusiastic
meeting
ever held by the New Mexico Territorial Fair Association In Albuquerque, is has been decided to begin at
once active preparations for the thirtieth annual fair. J. H. O'RIelly has
been electee president of the fair,
with Mike Mandell vice president, Roy
McDonald, treasurer and John B. McAll are veteran
Manus secretary.
fair men, and backed by the greatest
enthusiasm ever shown by Albuquer
que business mem and with greater
subscriptions promised than ever be
fore, they have started, together with
the committee members and the people, generally, a campaign to establish
the annual carnival and resources ex
position on a new and greater scale
this year. The start is being made
early In order to lose no time, and the
fair management believes It will have
of
the cordial and hearty
every country, town, and city In the
errltory in Its effort to place the fair
on a new footing. Preliminary plans,
looking to a much bigger scale of ex
hibition and amusement aro being
rapidly perfected, and further announcement will be made In a few
days.

California National Crude Oil Co.
I.
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fcr v hich please issue me
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California National Crude
I.

der wliich these prehistoric
people
lived. It may be that each of the villages along the canon of the Rlto
was the abode of a single clan of the
tribe, but this is merely a mater of
guess.
One of the villages (following this
theory) has been called by nr. Hewett the House of the Moon Symbol;
another the House of the Turkey People; another, the House of the Sun
People, and yet another, the House of
the Snake People. At the upper end
of the Rlto, 150 feet above the bed of
the creek, Is a great ceremonial cave,
which is one of the most striking and
picturesque objects of archaeological
Interest In the southwest. It has re
cently been made accessible to visi
tors by building 90 feet of ladders
and cutting 200 feet of stairway and
.'
trail in the rock.
Perhaps the most important object
of the work now being carried on is
to preserve the ruins. No attempt is
to be made to "restore" them by reconstruction, but merely to arrest
On the rocks
their deterioration.
about Borne of uhe caves are very curious plctographic paintings; and by no
means least Interesting are a num-- i
ber of tribal' sanctuaries or "klvas,"
(circular subterranean chambers, used
for purposes of religious ceremonial,
which
were entered
from above
through trap doors. In the middle of
the bottom of each such chamber Is a
small, round hole, which was suppos
ed to communicate with the under
world, wherein Ihe gods reside.
The caves of the series of villages
along the canon of the Rlto seem to
have been used as back rooms for
Ihe great communal houses, each of
which was substantially
a village.
Those which were furthest back were
doubtless employed, for storage
In one of the
houses the various articles of domes
tic use have been restored by Dr.
Hewett to their proper places in or
der to furnish a sort of illustrative
object lesson. The fireplace with its
fire dogs, fire Bcreen and cooking pot,
as when in daily use, is seen In the
corner adjacent to the door with the
water jar and gourd dipper near at
hand. Another corner is occupied by
the meal box, with the necessary appliances for grinding corn. In a small
alcove room next to the meal box Is
the "tinajon," or large storage vessel,
to hold the prepared meal. Above, near
the ceiling, are stretched strings of
rawhide, from which hang strips of
drying meat. And on one side of the
main room are the place and materials
for pottery
mortars,
making clay,
paint pots, smoothing stones, modelforms
other
and
ing
objects illustrating the various operations of (he
primitive potter.
In as much as the people along the
Rito, as well as those of the circular
town already described, were unquestionably the ancestors of the modern
Hopi Indians of the southwest, there
is no difficulty in reconstructing their
dwellings and even their mode of
life, with the help of the remains they
have left behind. In one great walled
Inclosure 170 of their skeletons were
disclosed and nothing of archaeological Importance seems to have destroyed
or seriously disturbed by the robbers
and outlaws who. within recent years.
In numerous bands have found convenient headquarters and a secure
refuge in the prehistoric caves of the
canon.

plentiful.
But the most interesting feature of
the archaeological remains is a series
of cave villages extending along the
canon of the Rito de los Frljoles. One
of these was a continuous house from
one to four stories high, and stretching along the base of the cliff for a
distance of 700 feet, which must have
afforded accommodation for at, least
1,000 families. It is evident, however,
that the natural caves were greatly
e4irged by digging tlhe material of
the volcanic tufa, originally composed

Shares

Name
Address- -

Oil

Company

W. HELLMAN BUILDING, Los Angeles, California.

Do You Know a Good Slogan?
If you can think of one, a live one,
a sizzling one, a short and expressivo
phrase which will be catchy and picturesque and appropriate, jot it down
and mail It to Secretary John B. Mc-

Manus at Albuquerque.
If your idea Is the snappiest
and
best of all those received, the fair association will send you a free season
ticket to the thirtieth fair. More
than that your name will be published through the territory as the winner
of this unique contest.
Set your wits at work and do It now.
All suggestions must be In by June 1st.
A committee of competent judges will
canvass all the ideas, and the best
man or woman or boy or girl wins.
A season ticket to the territorial
fair Is never to be sneezed at. This
year It will be double In value, for
the thirtieth annual fair is to be on
an entirely new and grander scale
than ever before.
Don't forget, your idea must be in
the hands of the committee by June
to
1st. Address all communications
John B. McManus, secretary, Albu
querque, N. M.
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BESrSP RING TONIC
Every one should take a tonic in the Spring ; our systems require
The change in the seasons produces a like change in our bodies,
and more is required of the blood, from which source we receive physical nourishment and strength, at this particular time than at any other,
Almost every one feels bad in the Spring. Some have no particand weak, and their
ular sickness, but are debilitated,
systems are in a general state of disorder, This deranged condition of
the health is due to weak, anaemic blood ; the circulation is infected
with impurities which have diminished its natural nourishing powers,
and the body is suffering from deficient blood nutriment. The refuse
and impurities which naturally accumulate in our systems are not
it is
properly expelled in Winter, because those members whose duty
to perform this work of drainage do not receive sufficient stimulation
from outdoor exercise, and therefore grow dull and sluggish in their
action ; nor is the skin as active in eliminating waste maters in cold
weather because the pores are not so open as in warm seasons.
These Winter accumulations pollute the blood and largely destroy
its nutritive qualities, and when Spring comes, and everything takes
in new life, and we change our method of living, the circulation is so
weakened that it is unable to supply the increased demands of the
Then we suffer from weakness, nervousness, loss of appetite,
system.
feeling, sleep is not
lassitude, etc. There is a constant worn-othe ordinary duties of
refreshing, and we do not feel able to perform
of a tonic, and
Jaily life. This disordered condition demands the use
it should be one which has the additional qualities of a first class blood
blood must be pure.
purifier, for to restore health and strength the
The healthful botanical Ingredients of which S. S. S. is composed,
Un
and rtrnarinT them sn that ttlPV hllild
i it
.ntitkirilniT n,'
tU,J Ulc V.UIIIUIUIII6
9IIU 11C 1IICUIUU
..k...,&
y -- -and strengthen every portion of the body, make it the best of all Spring
mab. b. 5. is nature s incuiuinc, ncc uum auuiig iiiiin-m- i
tonics,
tures and made entirely of the healing, cleansing juices and extracts of
roots herbs and barks ; a safe and pleasant tonic for persons of any age.
S S. S. is not only the best Spring tonic, but its ability and worth
aa a irenuiiie b ooa ouriner is
universally recognized. - It builds
PRETTY GOOD EVIDENCE.
in th rlpnlpierl svtem in the true
I have used S. S. S. and found it to
and
blood
the
way, by purifying
be an excellent blood purifier and
supplying an increasea amount ui tonic. My blood wa weak and
of
to
nourishment
every portion
impure, and as a result my system
run down and dethe body. S. S. S. removes all became very much
I lost twenty or more
bilitated,
accumulations trom tne circula
no appetite and
had
in
weight,
pounds
tion, enriches ana purines me
was in bad shape.
Seeing S. S. S
hinnH onrl overcomes the unpleas
I began its use, and am well
pleased with the results after using it
ant physical ailments that always
From 1.19
for 6me little while.
n nua wc
come witn spring,
pounds to 165 is pretty good evidence
of merit on the part of S. S. S., and as
body of tnat urea reeling,
annptitp reinvieorates
My
to my appetite, it is superb.
of
system and general health have been
every fibre and tissue the body,
built up, and I do not
wonderfully
and imparts neaitmui energy io hesitate to give S. S. S. the credit for
it.
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cannot be strong and well if the
blood is weak or impure, and no
tonic should be used wnicn uucs
S. S. S. as your
not thoroughly cleanse the circulation. If you select more
and
vigorous
toni this Spring you will experience better results
health than ever before, because it will make your blood just light.
as
other
good.
just
Insist on getting S. S.S., there is no
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, GA.

NATIONAL
retary Faxon of the board of control
CONGRESS. here that he not only has put oui io
IRRIGATION

EIGHTEENTH

Hawaiian Islands Interested and Governor Will Appoint Delegate! to
Go to Pueblo.
Pueblo Colo., May 24. From far-of- f
Hawaiian Islands comes a note of
encouragement to the Eighteenth Na
tional Irrigation
Congress, Pueblo,
and the expression oi
September
the hope that the event will be a complete success. Not only that, but
there is the official word of the governor that the islands will be represented, as usual.
Writing the secretary of the board
of control, Governor W. F. Frear says :
"I shall ho very alad to appoint
delegates to the next National Irriga
tion Congress If I can find suitable
men who can attend at so great a distance, at that time.
"Two years ago, I appointed one
delegate, and last year I appointed
five delegates, to the National Irrigation Congress.
"ThlB is a subject ln wliich the terinritory is greatly Interested, and,
deed, in which It has already accomplished a great deal and is now doing
a great deal.
"It ls doubtful if any other state or
territory is doing as much as this ln
the various lines in which the con
gress Is interested."
Not only that, but the Hawaiian
newspapers are printing pieces about
the big Pueblo event. The director of
publicity of the eighteenth congress e
recently received a roll of papers
the most Interesting and flat
tering reference to the congress here,
and also special stories that had been
sent from here to persons interested
in the islands,
Ralph S. Hosmer, superintendent of
forestry under the territorial board of
agriculture and forestry, writes Sec

the leading newspapers Information
he has received concerning the work
ior
of the congress and preparation
thn nnminir HPBRinnq. as well as data
touching Colorado and other western
states but would like some special
stories, whldh have been sent to him.
sesMr. Hosmer generally attends the
sions of the congress, and expects to
do so this year.
The work in the territory of Hawaii
recenttogether with that in Cuba as
in Porly mentioned, and the interest
to Rico, certainly attest to the alertand
ness of the Insular possessions
In the
neighbors of the United States
big work of development as typified
by the labor of the National IrrigaIt also is significant
tion Congress.
atfrom the standpoint of Important
tendance at the Pueblo sessions next
September.
The splendid work of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets ls daily
remcoming to light. No such grand
was
edy for liver and bowel troubles
ever known before. Thousands bless
Bick
constipation,
them for curing
Inheadache, biliousness, jaundice and
digestion. Sold by all druggists.
PROHIBITION

WAVE
IS RECEDING.

Cincinnati, May 24. Confident that
the prohibition wave Is receding 500
Nadelegates to the convention of the
tional Wholesale Liquor Dealers' Association began a three days' session
United action against prohibtoday,
itory and local option laws and the
enactment of statutes providing for
mnrlarata llnPnuafl fOP and BtHCt r6gU- lation of liquor selling were advocated
at the opening session.
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their appreciation In the looks
they gave the audience as they left
ine mage.
Second Grade.
Following: tho exercises of the first
SPEAK
older
MUTES
guide,
pupils took their places
on the BUige and replied to questions
IIHlrnrl liir lUn faunha.
tallrorl tn nni
mother and wrote difficult sentences
Remarkable Demostration of o'i tne blackboard. One of the phenmnennl riumnnntrntlnna nf the train
Visible Speech at ComIng that may be given even to a tongue
mencement
that: Unit hcen hiinrttcnnnerl hv nature
whs when a girl pupil pronounced the
civinir: fill
nnrriA nf tha nnlm flltv
value to each of the many syllables:
mis teat was greeted with applause.
Many University Men Outdone The second grade pupils finally retired and a pantomlne called "A Shoeby Silent Boyi and
maker's Dilemma" followed. Charles
Girls.
McDowell, A. Chaves and M. Montoya
nnrl hv Hlirn and
Wfirp tho ihnt'HPtpri
times facial expression they told their story
Thfl
it thfl olden
when the deaf were made to hear and very well.
A picture description followed. This
;:
tne Diina to see anu mo ..inMt.lnIo
,
by was me placing or pictures near me
talk was - practically witnessed
tn
nunilfl
nnrl
hlnr.b
hrinrt
rpnllirlnrr
""
"
scores or Hams, ream uu n...ni.,
T
In writing what they sow In
when the commencement exercises of (describe
trho nltiii-nthe pupils of the New Mexico School
Other exercises followed, the Inter
for the Deaf were held at that institu
esting, program being completed with
tions a mile from me city.
a scarf drill In which the small boys
Pitiful as it was perhaps to see and
girls took part.
bright looking boys buoyant with the
The eYercisea nnrh ns witnessed this
blood of youth unable to voice their
morning, do more than prove that
cheerfulness in the way of most time
and patience may overcome deto
behold
was
as
it
sad
and
youngsters
fects of nature, they nrove that such
whose
maidens
beautiful
graceful,
Institutions as the New Mexico School
voices were stilled from infancy and for the Deaf directed by such persons
who relied on their eyes to interpret as Proressor Connor ana nis assistwords spoken by their teachers and ants will
eventually banish uhat word
friends,' still uhe exhibition of the pro- "dumb" from
the English language as
the
under
gress made by the pupilB
fur as It is applicable to persons
the
superdirection of W. O. Connor,
intendent and his corps of able and
For Mors than Three Decades.
patient teacherB, was gratifying to the Fnlpv'a Hnnev nnrl Tar has been a
last degree.
household favorite for all ailments of
And the fact that all the pupils the
throat, chest and lungs. For In
were able to see robbed the spectacle fants and children It is best and safest
of that saddest of all features, the as It contains no onlates and no harm
sight of a Helen Keller, deprived of fill
drugs. None genuine but Foley's
and
three senses, sight, hearing
Honey and Tar In the yellow package
speech.
Refuse substitutes. Sold by StriplingThe exercises were a revelation to
Burrows & Co
many who have believed that speech
and hearing are necessary in learning
to write a clear hand, for the pupils HERE AND THERE AND YONDER
who had neither of these senses wrote
on the blackboards In the presence of
automo
Silver City has forty-sevetheir audience and wrote with such
clearness that many a university man biles; and It's a mountain town at
in the United Slates would be put to that.
shame.
The foundation for the new Harvey
Art Display.
Territorial Secretary ' and Mrs. Jaf- house at Belen Is completed.
fa, arrived at the institution shortly
hofnpii fhL ovprHspH hpcrnn Mr. Jaffa
In the Estnncia valley the slogan
practically tuuit uiic jiiauc wi wio rs. uuw IB.
member of the A maS9ive reservoir that cases rain
ernor who Is
board of trustees and who Is out of U)lon a fe,.tl,e fnrnl that rase8 cane.
the city. Then came Samuel G. Cart- Tne tralna ru,mng on the Santa Fe
wight president, and Frank Owen,
secretary and treasurer of the board nranclh from Socorro to Magdalena
rnri Attnrnnv R. M. Read, and other are as irregular in their regularity as
members of the board, Arhtur Selig- - they are regular In their irregularity.
man, iuisb ochbiuou,
"""Magdalene Is the most prosperous
Mrs. Davies, H. S. Kaune, and many Lining.8heep town in New
Mexico
,
ffirtH,
I..- finnta
n.KnH
(
......... ..Pfftrifl ,
r...v ..
,ll l.nr.n.t-udiui
ndi
land aeserves ueiter inuu neivuc.
ed quite a little group or inieiesiea
soeetators at the display of needle
Kttrf.ll Park. Socorro. Is the shad- work, painting In water color, print iQat -- ...I nnulnat nttlu winvtt in the slft- Ing, essay writing, etc. done by the tortory. It Is named,. In honor of.
hnvs ami ffirls at the school.
Postmaster Ktureu. Me lanes gre,
of
The Territorial Superintendent
interest in keeping tne pars, wen
Instruction, Prof. J. E. Clark, also at- Lroomed, giving the work his personal
j.,11..
tended the exercises which must have LUHflll 1UU UMll?.
nnnnpRseri unusual lnterst tor mm, an
school
educator of children who enter
Vmiehn Is located where the E. P.
without serious handicaps
railroads
A a. W. and Belen vut-of- f
In
was
assisted
Mr. Connor
snowing cross each other seemingly in every
the work to the visitors by Miss Tu- - wuy pOBBlble.
,.
lare Linkey, the matron of the school
and the oral teachers, Mrs. Hazel Con- - r rencn is tne uuuuuiig ucw lum.
e pawBon branch of the Rock
nor, Miss Mamie Cool and Miss Myr- L,nere
tie Collatt. J. B. Bumgardnar, man- - l8iana railroad ruthlessly runs over
art
Cause of
ual teacher and instructor In the
and acr088 the Santa Fe.
and Industrial departments, also re- - 1)0om tne Cimarron dam near by.
In
and
took
in cheap
pride
celved the guests
Most young towns start
showing the work ot his printers who fnime shacks, but French Is different
"
inuno.....-..a
a
uuzeu
run iituw puiiniiH
uig umiu-prlinere are at least
a paper called "The New Mexl- - ingg nia(le o( cement blocks, most of
.
..ll
,.
n
n
n
li- -i
.nHn FI11
f
CO
io n null llftlo nnnPr
ii. 1.
nnem
two stone - IHSU,
autlj mum
rrugicno,
filled with Items about this school r n
Three year9 aK0 tnel.e waa
and other schools of a similar charac- nothing in French but a saloon. Now
ter.
there is pretty much everything in
The leacners ana pupils receiveu Frencn but a Baioon
wio
many coinpuiuiii nuui
a norriiinii man criticises a promi
It was noted
on the display of work.
that in one of the essays, Hally's nent public speaker of Santa Fe foi
rnmet was mentioned, showing how cnlllim It Santa "Fa": says It sounds
e
the pupils are even tf they affectations; that he believes In and
cannot read the absurd stories that practices pronouncing all names as
are in circulation about this famous they are spelled. Then this critic pro
ceeds to pronounce "Cerrlllos
heavenly visitor.
Exercises Begin.
In all seriousness.
visitors
the
a.
10
m.,
after
Shortly
to the auditorium
Tucnincarl bids fair to become the
were admitted
where the commencement begnn. Su- great railroad center of the southwest.
perintendent Connor said a fewrords If I he town's nhenomenal good luck
or welcome, as follows: "It gives me continues It will soon have two rail
great pleasure ladles, and gentlemen, roads for every syllable of It's name.
to welcome you- - to our scnooi toouy. i Now what do you know anout tnai r
might say that this is not the best
town in New Mexico has Its
Evpt-time, however, for you to see the pu- Hal-luvocpils actually working, nor the best
distinguished personage who saw
nnmet seven
years ago. The
caslon for you to judge of their trainIng. The pupils work under surange
at gan Marclal Is known as
at exercises like these and Ler jim." He was a slave of African
consequently there Is that disadvan- d(18eent aK(,,j eni when he first saw
Inge to be met. The best time to see Hnlley's best curving toward him. Did
the pupils is when they are in the ,,, dortge or ,joHert the diamond? Not
school for then it is mey oo
,10
He BtnlcK ol,t then placed the
without that consciousness mat at palms of his hands on the ground and
Furthermore,
tends a commencement exercise.
turned a handspring.
"I suppose you know that In addi- the neighbors say he can do the stunt
Intion to this building we have an
yet.
dustrial School netrrby. In It we teach
as
such
.the pupils the usoful trades,
Still the Immigration Inlo Magda
on
lena meets with an occasional
printing, carpentry work and so
sewThe newly organized
and the girls learn housekeeping,
ing, needlework and other useful arts, brass band began practicing there one
"The children first .come to the night last week
lanschool, as a rule, possessing no
Belen boasts ot a crack baseball
guage. They come as a blank. We
of loam.
results
can show here some of the
A thin skinned traveling man
do
but
you
the training given them
was mean enough to remark that Betnat
u
to
train
devoted
not see the time
to nave kuuu ubucip
j,,n
ought
so- L,uge 0 being kept in constant prnc- Ing nor the hours of patience and
It." fAn- ilnU..,la enont In fflvina
...n.in. n. .nncniillnoa

man nature that he should do so. This
ruling, requiring a bund In proportion
io the size of the filing, will prevent
most of the filings of that character.

voiced

DEATH

DEAF HEAR;

.,

-

Then the exercises actually began,
the firsf being by the pupils of the
first grade. They had been to school
One of the teachers wrote
a vnnr
in the blackboard certain vowels and
censonants and the pupils, two noys
and two girls, one after the other
them, pronounced them, making sounds that could ensny ne u.iue.even hv. the untrained ear of
"
many of those. In the audience
was a beaut ul ex bition o via
th pup Is watch
ipeech, the eyes

,t

ndeert

ZrZtort

assisted them to overcome the
of their unfortunate little

applause greetod the
tho first, urade's exer- i.,.i
clscs and the youngsters smilingly

ENDS

IHEIfUOINCE

Delegate Andrews Wants to Miss Ortiz and M. A. Ortiz W. B. Freeman of U. S. Geo
Were To Be Married
Get Land Endorsement
logical Survey Deems It
Wise
June 30
for St. Michaels
A

GRAVEYARD

FPU

DEXTER FUNERAL

LARGELY ATTENDED GOVERNOR

m

6QNEJ0

ROSWELL

Territory to Be f.Authorized to Sixteen Flower Girlt Precede the Appoint Three Notaries Public
Before He Start on
Sell the Needed
Hearie and Hundreds
Follow It.
Tract.
Trip.
to the New Mexican.
Washington, May 21. Delegate Andrews Introduced a bill donating 200
000 acres of
land to St.
Michaels college, Santa Fe, for the
maintenance and support of said edu
cational Institution.
It was referred
to the committee on territories.
An
drews also Introduced a bill author
izing the Territory of New Mexico to
sell and transfer to the town of Dexter, Chaves county, section 16, township 1:1 south, range 26 east. New
Mexico principal meridian, for cemetery purposes.
Special

DEMINQ

IS AFTER
A RURAL

MAIL

ROUTE.

In Potatoes on the Shull
Place Thirty-SeveWhllwlnds
In Two Dayt In Luna County,

Sixty Acres

fnv 23. A nptitlnn
npnilnc. N M
for a rural mall route out of Deming
is being circulated.
All requirements
nf the nnstnfflce denartment can be
met, and, while It will require some
time for the matter to be gotten before the proper authorities and acted
tiiwin
it in .nnsidered nractlcallv certnln that thp mute will hp establish
ed. There could be no evidence more
pionnent or convincing of the raDiditv
with which the farming lands around
Deming are settling up. A year ago
the proposal to establish a rural mall
route out of Deming would have been
considered a joke.
They have Bnished planting pota
toes on the Shull place. There are
sixty acres in all. Half of these are
up, and a third of them are four
inches tall and are commencing to
shade the ground considerably.
Thp nnlri for the nower line con
tracted for hv the Deming Ice & Elec
tric Company have been received.
The construction work on tnis
power line will be begun immediately.
R. W. Yeagln and J. W. Berry, both
of Hondale, are In Deming today.
B. H. Blckford returned from Lake
Valley this morning. He left this af
ternoon for his ranch up the Mimures.
Everybody pronounces the scnooi
exhibit a great success.
R. B. Cameron has returned irom
Silver Cltv where he has been attend- lna a meeting of the board of direc
tors of the Deming Ice & Electric
Company.
A. S. White, of the firm
Peters & White, who are

of Beach,
developing
eight quarters ot land twenty miles
south of Deming is In town today.
there have Deen
Hv actual count
whirlwinds strike Dem
thirty-seveing In the last two days. Application
Is made to astronomers to tell us if
the comet can be held responsible.
Real Estate Record.
.T
A. Frieborn to Lillian Frieborn,
Sec. 10 T. 24 8. R. 9
NW.
W.
W.
Pablo Ribero and Delflna de Rlbero
Sec. 16 1.
to A. C. Wintamute SB.
21 S. R. 9 W.
Ollle M. Nelson and J. W. Nelson
of NB.
to Louis Heilberg NE.
Sec. 11 T. 29 S. R. 8 W.
Townslte
Company to

Hondale

Robt. Bruce Lot 7 In Block 19 of Hon-

dale.
Hondale Townslte Company to Elbert M. Sherrlll Lots 11 and 12 in
Block 18
Louis Heilberg et al. to Mrs. S. P.
Hoss Lots 13 and 14 In Block 11, and
Lots 7 and 8 in Block 61 in the town
of Columbus.
six
C E. Higday to Otis Dotsons
28 8.
acrts out of NE. 4 Sec. 34 T.
E,

IW.

The funeral of Miss Pllarcita Ortiz,
one of the most beautiful and popular
youns ladles In the city and formerly
a teacher at Santa Cruz, took place
Monday and brought to light the
It Is Btated
sad ending of a romance.
today on the best authority that Miss
Ortiz, who was the daughter of For
mer County Treasurer and Mrs. Gabl-nOrtiz of this city, was engaged to
be married to Former Assessor Marce-linA. Oitlz, tlje well known real
man
this city and that the date
of the wedding had been set for June
SO.

Miss Oitlz was taken suddenly ill
with fever less than a fortnight ago
and although Bhe had the best medical
lattccMon and 1 er relatives and friends
'did everything hi their power to
lit r life she died Friday evening.
M'ss Ortiz realized many
morning
that her end was near and so told her
affiaucc who today Is the subject of
much sympathy.
Tht; funeral services took place at
ft
Ihis mornlne at the Cathed
ral, the Very Ilov. Aatonlo Fourchegu,
vlcai" geiKoal,

off.cluting.

Hundred of friends and relatives attended the services and It was evident
from the countenances that they
nt thp
Aanth
1., .t.
J
tiio us..u
uiuui lieu3 ueepijr
young lady. The pallbearers were all
well Known omciais ana lui mcr
Thev were Former Mayor
County
Marcelino Garcia, Former
Francisco Rael. City
Probate
Councilman Nlcanor Baca,
County
Clerk George W. Armljo,
School Superintendent John V. Conway and City Clerk Thomas P.
Preceding the hearse were sixteen
dower girls in front of whom walked
the Very Rev. Father Fourchegu and
After the hearse sevhis acolytes.
eral hundred mourners followed on
came many others
foot and after-theIn carlages.
Interment was made in Rosarlo
The coffin was covered
cemetery.
with beautiful floral wreaths sent by
friends from this city and from out
of town. The Wagner undertaking es
tablishment was in charge ot tne arrangements.
Member of Old Family.
Miss Ortiz was born in Santa Fe
twenty years ago and belonged to one
of the oldest Sptinish families In the
territory, her great great grand father.
FraneiBco Xavier Chaves, having been
iho Mnlitipnl chief under Mexican re- rHme rpllpvinir Facundo Maleores. the
last governor of New Mexico under
the Spanish regime from 182Z until
1S27.
Jose Antonio Chaves, one of
the last political chiefs of New Mexiwas her great grand
co from 1828-3uncle.
Miss Ortiz attended Loretto Academy and four years aw she was graduated at the Girls' Parochial school
here. She took up teaching as a proa second
fession, having obtained
grade 'certificate and conducted a
school at Santa Cruz. This year, however, she remained at her home In the
city. She was a member of the Children of Mary Sodality of the Cathedral parish and took an active part In
church work.
Besides her parents one brother and
as
well
Bister survive her. as
nn
many uncles who are prominent in
business and political arrairs nere aim
In the territory.
Mr. Conway's Tribute.
Speaking of Miss Ortiz. County
School Superintendent Conway said
"The cause of educa- this afternoon:
iin lion anutnlnprl a loss In the death
,.r uis. n,rtiv who tnnuht five terms at
Santa Cruz in school district No. 18
and who would have taught this year
dip mm not in the best of health
and It was thought wise for her to
lake a rest. Miss Orliz had all tne
qualities for a successful teacher.
She was beloved by her pupils and
admired by her associates. She possessed a beautiful character In haron
mony with the gifts nature lavished
her. I grieve deeply over Iter death
and In fact It Is no exaggeration to
must
say that every one who knew her
feel a pang of sorrow.

itnnriaio Townslte Company to 0.
W Cann Lots 6, 7 and 8 in Block 44,
and Lots 3, 4 and 5 In Block 54 of the
town of Hondale.
Hondale Townslte Company to C. H.
4 In Block 44 of
Begin LotB 1, 2, 3 and
the town of Hondale.
Jno. B. Blair to Clem Wtndhau.se
town
Lots 7 and 8 in Block 47 of the
oi Columbus.
Articles of Incorporation from the
New
territory of New Mexico to the
Mexico Abstract & Title Company.
Marriage licenses, Berdlnlo Durans
to Phlltpa Alamandarez, Vicente
LIEUTENANT FOUL0IS IM;
to Teresa Gomez.
PROVES WRIGHT AEROPLANE.
ri.Qmhprlnln'n RtnmAch and Liver
Tablets will clear the sour stomach,
sweeten the breath and create a healflow
thy appetite. They promote the
ot gastric juice, thereby Inducing good
digestion. Sold by all druggists.

San Antonio, Texas, May 23. Anv
conslder-nhlImprovement that has added
tn the stability of equilibrium and
aero
Bpeed of the government Wright
plane at Fort Sam nousion, na ueeu
made by Lieut. B. D. Foulois, its operator. The Improvement consists of a
nimnn-nr rudders. The rear Bteerlng
apparatus, controlling lateral position,
Las been placed in front of the
while a new form of horizontal
nrtnt ml him been nlaced In the rear.
Two flights have demonstrated that
the change Is a complete success, the
machine being now easier to control
and an Increase of speed, Judged to
amount to about 10 miles per hour,
having been noticed,

S0UTHWE8T TEXASREADY
FOR GRAIN HARVEST.
San Antonio, Texas, May 23. Wheat
and oats are about to be harvested in
Southwest Texas and promise an ex
cellent
yield. The crop will be great,f ymr gtomai,n Heart, or Kidneys er by 20 per cent than that of last
are weak t,.y at lea8li a rsw d08es only
and cotton are making a
In five or year. Corn
flf Dr shoop.g Restorative.
showing, the latter standing
veitflne
.
.
,
mimrlie
PO0i,
the greater part of 102, or two
,
w, cover the coat. for
centg
above good. A general mm
. .
.
points
.lllck.
B0
ea
whinh fRll on the 18th has added con
Stom-rea- d
the
nr. Slioop doesn't drug
siderable to the crop prospects.
A book on Rheumatism, and a trial
h nm,. B(lmulute the Heart or KldRheumatic
of Dr. Shoop's
treatment
goes
Restorative
Snoop's
TEXAN8 BUY LARGE TRACT
or tablets ts being
...
.
liquid
,m
Remedy
IN
MEXICO.
"u
OF LAND
directlv to, ine weuii
sent free to sufferers by Dr. Shoop, of
own oon.
You that are well, get
Tex- - Rnclno. Wis.
23.
Texas.
May
Antonio.
"
.. mU8t ot neceB. ansHnhave bought one of the largest this book for some discouraged, dis
Do a simple act
in the heartened suffarer!
faitor.Thls .da.u yet vita, truth grazing nnd farming tracts
Point out this way to
of humanity!
Dr. Snoops
stale of Teplc, Mexico. It Is the Intenrelief! Sur
certain
ccessful Its tion nf tho new owners to Improve the quick and
tlv. is so universally
some
sufferer, by first gets
land and sell It to American fnrmers. prise
success ts leadinf druggists
test.
In the propting from me the booklet and the
where to give It universal preference. There are 3,600,000 acres
yotir aid. Sold by
Sold by Strip- - erty. The consideration was $7,000,-00- He will appreciate
A test will surely tell.
& Co.
s
Stripling-Burrowor two dollars per acre.
ling - Burrows & Co.

mm

WATER FILING

GOVERNOR

OFF

"Being an innovation this regulation

RATON

will no doubt meet with vigorous pro
test, but I am sure It has the approval of those who have the real devel

opment of the territory at heart. 1
understand that out of over four hun
dred applications for permits within
the Inst three. years only about seven
have been
per cent of the projects
manner,
completed in a satlsiactory
thought I suppose that others will
be
sometime
finished. However the
percentage of completed projects Is
very small and" moBt states could no
doubt show a Bmnller one even. It
will be Interesting to note what effect
the new ruling will nave. There Is
no doubt in my mind that when it
commences to operate there will be
very few speculative filings and few
uncompleted Irrigation propositions.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Mills before leaving for
Roswell this forenoon, appointed the
following notaries public: Abel Sandoval of Chamlsal,
Taos county;
Young G. Stanley of Portalcs, Roosevelt countyr Ellglo Ortega of Trampas, Taos county.
Enlarged Homestead Addition.
r
Secretary of the Interior R. A.
57..1G0
acres
has designated
more for enlarged homestead entries

Roswell Is Also Preparing to
Show Him a Good
Time
MOSA LAND COMPANY FORMED

Incorporation Papers Filed Today in Office of Territorial

Secretary.

Governor Mills left this morning for
Governor Mills and Adjutant Gen
Raton where tonight a reception foleral A. 8. Brookes and military staff
lowed by a dance will be tendered bim.
left bright and early this forenoon for
Tomorrow he makes the commenceItoswell, going via the New Mexico
ment address to the high school gradCentral railway to Torrance where
uates. A banquet at which covers
they take several automobiles tor the
lor 123 will be laid, will follow. Gov
Magic City of the Pecos valley where
ernor Mills will return on the Flyer
they expect to arrive early this evenon Saturday noon. On Monday morn
ing. They will stay severeal days during he will go to Roswell.
ing which Governor Mills will deliver
has been
the commencement address at the
An unofficial program
He
New Mexico Military Institute.
made out of the eventB of public inrelurned Saturday evening from Raterest during Mb visit there. Fourteen people will be in the governor's
ton, where he was given an especial- In New Mexico.
ly cordial reception
party and they will be met at Torrance with four or five of the largest
U. 8. Geological Engineer on Bond
A pain prescription Is printed uiion
autos of the city. The party will reach
With Water Filings.
each 25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain Roswell at 7:30 Monday
evening,
W. B. Freeman, of Denver, district
Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggist from which time the following proengineer of ths U. S. Geological Sur If this formula Is not complete. Pain
gram will be carried out:
vey, was In consultation with Terri- means
congestion, blood pressure.
Monday, May 23.
torial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan
Head pains, womanly pains, pains any7:30 p. m. Salute by Battery "A."
this forenoon on Irrigation matters. He
where
from
a
Pink
Instant
relief
get
8:30 p. m. Receplton at Armory.
spoke as follows to a representative Pain Tablet.
Sold by Stripling-Bu- r
of Idle New Mexican on the recent rulThe whole public invited.
rows
&
Co.
Tuesday, May 24.
ing of the engineer of this territory re9:40 a., m. Salute to Governor by
quiring bond to accompany water filAD
TWO
COMMENCEMENT
M. M. I.
X.
cadets of
ings:
DRESSES BY GOV. PRINCE.
9:45 a. m. Drill by cadets.
"My work as district engineer In
11:00 a. m. Inspection by General
charge of the water supply investigations of the United States Geological Speaks to Graduates of New Mexico Brookes.
12:00 m. Lunch.
University and Alio School of
Survey in several of the irrigation
Ml nee.
5:00 p. m. Escort of Colors.
Blates of the west, brings me In rather
5:30 p. m. Battalion reviewed by
intimate touch with matters pertainI am always very
L. Bradford Prince Is Governor and Staff.
ing to irrigation.
8:30 p. m Smoker for Governor at
much interested in changes and inno- borne from Albuquerque and Socorro.
vations in the administration of irri- At the former he delivered the com- Commercial Club.
10:00 p. m. Ball at Institute. (Invi
gation laws.
mencement address to the graduates
The development of irrigation laws from the University of New Mexico tation.)
Wednesday, May 25.
has been a very slow nrocess. Vari- and at the latter to the graduates of
10:00 a. in. Street parade by Bat
ous states have experimented with a the New Mexico Schol ot Mines. Says
variety of Irrigation codes and many the Albuquerque Morning Journal of tery "A" and cadets.
12:00 m. to 4:00 p. m. Lunch at
of them have adopted laws which the University commencement:
have some very good features. The
"The degrees were conferred and di- County Club for guesis and the Club
states with the newer Irrigation laws plomas presented by Dr. E. McQueen members.
6:20 p. m. Graduating parade.
have profiled by their earlier experi- Gray, president of the university, Im8:30 p. m Graduating exercises.
ences and those of 'their neighbor mediately following the address of
states and naturally have tried to se- Hon. L. Bradford Prince, former gov- Public invited.
lect the best from other codes. Nev- ernor of New Mexico. Mr. Prince's
Incorporation.
ertheless no state has an irrigation address was a- - scholarly effort and
Incorporation papers were filed to
code which Is by any means perfect. unusually Interesting and entertaining day In the offlce of Territorial Secre
The best could be modified and added because ot the speaker's early con- tary Nathan Jaffa by the Mosota uana
to in many important particulars.
nection with the Institution in the ca- Company of Denver, Colorado, capidivided into 100
"Willi respect to Irrigation Law, pacity of governor of the territory at talized at (10,000
The incorporators and direcNew Mexico must be classed with the the time the university was founded. shares.
tors are: Alexander C. Hitzler, M. V.
newest among the states and territo"Having followed the growth of the
The New
N. G. Austin.
ries. Until the establishment of the university for many years, Mr. Prince Pratt and
some Is naturally 'well Informed regarding Mexico headquarters are at East Las
office of territorial engineer
New Mexico agent is
three years ago mere were no syste- its early struggles for recognition and Vegas and the
matic methods of filing and all mat- - a foothold in the world ot higher edu- - Stephen B. Davis.
District Court.
ters pertaining to uhe use of water cation. That the University of New
Suit was filed In the district court
were In a chaotic condition. I have, Mexico has outgrown Its swaddling
by the W'll-larwatched with interest the remarkable c0thes and Is now a university in for Torrance county today
Lumber Company vs. G. T. Me
taken
has
which
wen
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as
the
n
place fact as
name,
development,
account for $507.33.
those lines, In so short a time, lnot ot Mr Prince's address last even- Xeeley on an
Installed Automatic Gauge.
under the efficient direction of the ing. A polished and clever talker, a
Hydrographer J. B. Stewart today
present territorial engineer and that deen and cuitured thinker. Mr. Prince
stream meaofflce must be a source or mucn prme entertalned the large audience for Installed an automatic
at
to those interested in irrigation and more tha an hour witn a brlet out. surement gauge In the Rio Grande
Territorial
Engineer
the use of water, which is the great- - ,ne of tUe ea,.,y nfstory of tne unl. Buckman's.
offithat
est resource of the territory. Newvers,tyi what ,t naa accompU8hed and Vernon L. Sullivan figures
cial stream measurement data on the
Mexico (has profiled by the mistakes what
w
,t
accomplsh jn tne murt Rio Grande and tributaries will
In
of her neighbor states. At this $ime provldlng tne people of the territory
valuable and
the administration ot her water laws glye ,,. tne support ttnd maintenance time to come be very
may be needed in the very near fuis not excelled by any western state, u de8erves
Contra8ting the unlversi- - ture.
a a.o
auo cuiiaumi nupi u
tT . N.w
with other like In- Indian Conference.
made.
stltutlons west of the Mississippi
An Indian conference Is being held
"1 am particularly
pleased with the river, Mr. Prince proved by facts and this afternoon at Ine U. 3. Indian In
new regulation of the territorial en- figures that the local institution Is
Marcos Cabeza de
dustrial school.
gineer's office, requiring a bond with holding its own with the best and
of Cochili is here to consult with
water flllngs of over two second feet surpassing many similar institutions." Vaca
the governor and captain general of
for irrigation power, mining and manSchool of Mines.
Sar.to Domingo. The latter will also
I am sure that
21.
purposes.
ufacturing
When be remonstrated with for Issuing a
Socorro, N. M., May
this ruling will meet with the approval President A. C. Abeytia of the board
and enforcing It that
decree
of all those interested in legitimate of trustees, announced the presenta census yesterday
enumerators shall work only
Irrigation nnd power development. As tion of diplomas to five young men at forenoons and not afternoons nnd refar as I know, no other state has the New Mexico School of Mines here
fusing to answer Enumerator Cyrus
a similar regulation though many ofast
n,gh the moat 8ucce8Stul yeal..g Dixon when he easks them questions
mem iiUBlll well jittvc nuujncu uiit work in the
of the growing in the afternoon.
history
long ago. It is a well known fact that and useful institution came to an end. Insurance
Company Seeks Admission.
all stream systems in the west have It is a
commentary on the
The Southwestern Surety Insurance
been filed upon for a great many work ofsignificant
the school that two of the Company of Durant, Oklahoma, has aptimes Ihe amount of water they carry
Mr. Batchelder and Mr. plied to Superintendent of Insurance
even In the highest floods. There are graduates,were unable to be
present to .lacobo Chaves for admission.
few stales where there Is any. law to Hobart,
their diplomas in person, be- Land Withdrawn in Roswell District.
receive
on
more
man
from filing
prevent a
The governmenj land offlce at Rosaccepted
water than he can use or which the cause they had already were
at work. well received notice from the general
positions and
stream can supply. In most states, If
In the land office in Washington withdrawing
lha niltipa am innrla ill (I rPrtl'dH ncG Mr. Batchelder has a position
comprise
eighteen townships which
lnur nnrl oesm In he In Ellod "lines St Kelly.
u.llli
address was all the artesian district of Eddy coun
The commencement
faith, It is praciically up to the state
L. Bradford ty and a large section of land In Hope
t
thorn
Tho furt llluue UJ
n
who
related
county, designated to be irrigated by
interesting
nolNnce,
does
that he approves the filing
of the Ihe Rio Pecos company.
that he admits that the person lnlscences of the founding
with which he was concerned
filing can use Ihe amount of water school,
.
Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic,
claimed or that It Is available, though he governor oi me lerruu,,. m
hut la nHu tfuenernl ininrnssion. At Prince told grapnicany oi me emij tonic and restbratlvo and a prompt
of the school and the way It corrective of all urinary irregularities.
some later dato adjudications of
s
s
Stripling-Burrowter rights are made based upon prior- - has risen steadily against various of Refuse substitutes. Sold by
& Co.
and beneficial use. Often, there Acuities, until It hag a standard
being few records of die flow of a work that compares farvorabiy witn
JACK JOHNSON'S ONE
mucn iuiui oi any unuiuuuu m u.
stream a man Is adjudicated
WORRY NOW DISSIPATED.
more water than rightfully belongs to The speaker reviewed the importance
r
cor-hlnijargely because he originally filedjof the mining industry and the the
. nnnm .mnnii r,i
Sun Frunclsco, Calif., May 23.
place
Important
fnre. reanondinel.v
over, a nartv dlsiioslns: of a water sun - School of Mines nas in tne eduea- Frank Sutton of Pittsburg, arrived to
Mexlco.
He day and will take charge of Jack Johnply in h used in connect on with t onal system or new
an Irrigation proposition is very apt closed with some practical and valu- son's training tuble. Johnson's one
to do bo on the basis of the size of his able advice to the students which was worry now Is dissipated. He covered
water filing, which has been approved listened to with the same close attent- twelve miles on the road this morning
at a brisk pace. His weight was 218
in the offlce of a state or territorial ion that greeted the rest of his
when he returned.
engineer. There Is where the speculator is given his opportunity.
wnicn
Therefore any restriction
tllie territorial engineer can make to
or
speculative flllngs
prevent excessive
is bound lo opernte In the long run to
the advantage of the legitimate developer.
"The amount of the bond Is not
The cause of Rheumatism is an excess of uric acid hi the blood. Ths
large; sufficient only to keep out most
gets into the circulation by absorption, usually became of conof those, who have no intention of de- nrstlc Impurity
weak kldnsys, and other systemic Irregularities. Then the blood bevelopment. Two hundred and fifty dol- stipation,
weak
comes
and sour and Irritating urate particles are formed in this vital fluid.
lars is certainly not a large amount, to When In this
Impure condition the blood can not furnish the necessary amount of
in
h
fait
of
evidence
as
an
good
put up
nourishment to the different muscles, tendons, nerves and ligaments of the body.
the construction of a project for tho Instead It constantly steeps them in the briny acrid matter, snd the gritty, urate
irrigation of a thousand acres, or $10,-00- particles collect In the Joints, which causes the pains, aches and soreness of
Liniments, plasters, eto, may relieve the acute pain of an attack
for a project involving 200,000 Bheumatism.
acres. The average cost of storage In of Rheumatism, but such treatment does not reach the blood snd therefore can
one way to cure Rheumatism and
New Mexico must be at least ten dol- have no permanent good effect. There is but
S. B. S. goes into the circulation
of the acid poison.
The bond Is only a that Is to purify the blood Its
lars an acre-foot- .
removes
the cause for the reason that It
head.
disease
It
at
and attacks the
fraction of that amount.
Is the greatest of all blood purifiers.
It filters out evory trace of the sour, In"Such a bond will no ftoubt save
circulation, adds richness and nourishflammatory matter, cools the
S. S. S. does not patch
much confusion In connection with fu- ment to the blood and permanently cures Rheumatism.
ture adjudications. If a man Is allow- up, it cures permanently. S. 8. 8. Is especially valuable as a remody for Rheumae
second tism because It does not contain a particle of harmful mineral in any form. It
ed by law to file on twenty-fivfeet or more when Ihe needs only five la purely vegetable, a fine tonic as well as blood purifier. Book on Rheumatism
THE SWIFT 8PE0D7IO CO., ATLANTA, OA.
and could use no more, It is only hu- - sent free to all who write.
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tnal assault on Isidor Baca, aged 14 were held yesterday afteruoon at the Josefltas Ollvas, of Santa Fe, admitted
years. He was also charged with car Cathedral, the Very Rev. Antonio as a pRtlent to the New Mexico hosNovember 16,
He was Fourcliegu, the vicar geueral, official.-hel- pital for the Insane,
rylng a concealed weapon.
In $200 ball.
Ing. The pall bearers were Hon. 1909, died at the Institution last evenAddition! to University Faculty
Judge Morrison, former Mayor Jose ing at 0:30 p. m." Las Vegas Optic.
Struck By Engine Hensolon MonThe board of regents of the llulversl- - D. Sena, Charles Abreu, and Brian
has
Mexico
Dunne, The remains were sent laBt toya, aged 35 years, was itruck by an
at Aluuquerque
ty of New,
elected Miss Helena Egyptlades teach- - night to Chicago where Interment wm oastbound Santa Fe train near Albuer of vocal music. Professor Warren he made. Miss Riley, a sister of tlio querque yesterday and was hurled vioI. Moore was elected to the chair of deceased accompanied the body. A lently into a ditch but escaped serloua
Greek and Latin. He Is a graduate 'number of .priests attended the fuller Injury.
il. Tipton, foreman, ot Corona, return.
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William Goldberg, an attorney who son as the clerk. The report covers a in Glenwood is place
another apple of wondroui quality and merit; Stark King; Philip, a hardy black
David,
At Gallup the case of the Territory
somethlug out of ttie pany, part of the Bell Telephone sysof California grape quality, and dozeni of the very best thing! in the horticultural
had been at Albuquerque for his health number of recommendations. The jusThe ceremony was perform- tetn, has bought the Las Cruces Tele- vs. J. L. Harrington charged with the grape
ordinary.
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are
fully described, Illustrated, and priced.
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Prohibition Party for Arizona Eu- bride is a stranger In these
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Died of Pneumonia at Roswell
he set about on a double mission, that census report. We put .Mr. Bernal of their lines.
The Rosborough Bell Drilling Comllla, a distance of fourteen miles. A
in the Texas Panhandle and recently Walter Lee Herbert, aged 20 years. of
Drowned In the Rio Grande Dr. T. new
hew restaurant and of Costilla as the patriarch, but it seems
a
opening
town'slte- - will lie laid out this pany received their new
at Ende, haB spent the most of the son of W. F. Herbert, died at Roswell
preparation's for the coming we were wrong. Mr. Bernal is only P. Martin, of Taos, today brings the side of the old one. The company machine yesterday.
making
They are now at
week here Investigating the practica- on Wednesday of pneumonia.
or nis urine to assist film, The latter 105 years old. but our venerable Diego news of the drowning ot Peter Lutz,
of a large work on a well for S. A.
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pleased with tJie outlook and Is going yesterday In Albuquerque, Is suffering best wishes." Mills County (Iowa) enter Into
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proposition at once. He recently tomobile accident
Death of Mrs. L. G. Edwards Mrs. section do live some. Questa Gazette, was taking a drive down the river portion
The humorist, Robert Owen Smith,
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occurred.
body under water. Durango Herald.
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delivered a lecture at the Clark opera
Adrian and this week another near new bridge across the Rio Grande at
She came At least so says the Albuquerque has not been recovered, although the
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Roswell
Two who has been retained by citizens for peacock owned by Major Fred Muller
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W. English, a young healthseeker
crop. He Is negotiating with William Harry I'mbrlght, a night switchman, freight cars were discovered to be that
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querque. He was aged 68 years and
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Three Suits for Divorce Filed at A- general exodus on account of these avoid the dogs attacked a cow ln the
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Three suits for divorce prosecutions.
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S. A. Almy, Sam
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